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The Transformation of Network Neutrality in Canada 

Telecommunications technology h~:s dramatically transformed an individual's 

ability to access information. Internet surfers are often unaware of the ways in which 

their Internet services are being managed, and even fewer are familiar with the term 

Internet neutrality. As a growing trend, more Internet Service Providers (ISPs) in Canada 

are intervening with the infrastructure of the Internet by utilizing traffic management 

practices, such as bandwidth throttlingl, which hinder a user's ability to quickly access 

certain types of content online. Internet traffic management practices (ITMP) are a 

means for ISPs to control their 'congested2
, networks, with the aim of optimizing or 

improving their network's performance, or they can often aid in increasing usable 

bandwidth (Lithgow, 2011). Traffic management practices ultimately allow one kind of 

'packet,3 to be delayed over another; for example, ISPs often use a program called Deep 

Packet Inspection (DPI), which is a program that can identify forms of traffic online, 

meaning it can target specific applications. Since ITMPs can target specific 'packets' 

online, smaller interest groups, and businesses became increasingly concerned that 

network neutrality policy principles, such as 'common-carriage,4, was not being enforced 

by the CRTC. This paper will identify the main concerns of utilizing ITMP on broadband 

I This is an ITMP that slows down a user's ability to access an application/content online by slowing down 
the user's Internet speed. Throttling bandwidth is a key concern of many Internet neutrality advocates who 
do not want certain applications and websites to have slower downloadlupload speeds for users online. 
2 ISPs in Canada state that their networks cannot handle the amount of traffic occurring on their networks. 
Also the issue of congestion can be linked to the Internet neutrality debate because ISPs defend the use of 
ITMP due to 'congestion', and since ITMP concern many network neutrality advocates, the issue of 
congestion is at the forefront of the debate. 
3 In this context, a packet can be described as a formatted unit of data by a computer network. 
4 Common-carriage is one of the earliest policy measures enacted by the government to ensure equal 
competition and the fair exchange of goods and information. This term will be further defined in the history 
of network neutrality portion of this essay. 
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networks, and will illustrate that ITMP can and should be connected to the discussion 

regarding network neutrality in Canada. 

Particularly, the use of DPI, and other traffic management practices online, is 

related to the Internet neutrality debate occurring in Canada, since advocates for network 

neutrality often oppose traffic management practices. Internet neutrality is an area of 

telecommunications policy that is very unfamiliar to most Canadians, and often 

overlooked by Canadian scholars. It is essential to examine Internet neutrality because it 

is a timely and controversial issue that affects a lot of Canadian Internet users. While 

most scholars who are interested in Internet neutrality tend to focus on the American 

context, it is vital to provide more insight and research on Canada's Internet neutrality 

debate, in light of the Canadian Radio and Television (CRTC) hearing on Internet 

management practices, which took place in July 2009 for seven days in Gatineau, 

Quebec. 

Accordingly, the intention of this reselllch is to identify and explore the major 

themes and values of various stakeholders who presented at the CRTC hearing on 

Internet Traffic Management Practices; a hearing that can arguably be considered to 

offer a discourse that is related to the term 'Internet neutrality'. The transcripts of the 

CRTC hearing held in 2009 were closely examined and assessed using both qualitative 

and quantitative research methodologies. A content analysis and a discourse analysis 

were employed to explore six key underlying values, such as wealth or authority, which 

influence the perspectives andjudgements of the various stakeholders who spoke at the 

CRTC hearing regarding Internet traffic management practices. To the best of the 

author's knowledge, no other Canadian academic has explored the hearing in such a 
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close regard; the research findings on the hearing are the first of their kind in the 

Communication Policy field. The findings from the research exemplifies the 

similarities and differences of values amongst the various stakeholders who spoke at 

the CRTC hearing, and highlight underlying themes and principles which shape and 

motivate policy decisions which ultimately impact Canadian Internet users. 

Before discussing the CRTC hearing on Internet traffic management practices and 

how it is related to the Internet neutrality debate, one must define the term 'Internet 

neutrality.' Although there are numerous definitions of Internet neutrality, as explored in 

the literature review, for the purpose of this research, Meinrath and Pickard's definition 

of Internet neutrality will be applied. Meinrath and Pickard's definition was selected after 

reading a variety of definitions because it provides a very basic framework of what the 

term encompasses. Internet neutrality forbids the preferential treatment of specific 

content, services, applications, and devices that can be integrated into the network 

infrastructure (Meinrath & Pickard, 2008). Under this assumption, with network 

neutrality ISPs cannot control the kind of content users are accessing, and cannot impede 

the users' experience in accessing such content online. 

Discrimination is at the core of the Internet neutrality debate, which brings up 

important policy matters such as, when is it justifiable to discriminate against certain 

applications online, and how it can grant preferential treatment of some applications over 

others. As the discourse analysis on the CRTC hearing on Internet traffic management 

practices will illustrate, it is more aggressive forms of discrimination that fuel the 

controversy regarding network neutrality. Since Internet neutrality is a complex and 
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multifaceted issue, this research paper will mostly focus on the issue of ISPs 

discriminating certain applications and services online as an Internet neutrality issue. 

Also, since large ISPs in Canada. such as Bell and Rogers, also have a stake in the 

television subscription market, these media conglomerates have a great deal of control 

over Canadian access to media. Competition is another key theme of this research essay, 

because Bell and Rogers continue to buyout television networks, which can grant them 

exclusive rights and access to content that can be re-purposed for online distribution. For 

example, in 2010, Bell bought CTV, a private broadcasting network for $1.3 billion 

dollars, which is a move that then CEO of CTV Globemedia, Ivan Fecan suggested was 

an extremely important move for Bell, because it " ... can take advantage of content over 

multiple screens," and it will " ... accelerate Bell's video growth across all three screens

mobile, online and TV" (CTV.ca, "Bell Canada Parent BCE buys CTV Inc. for $1.3B", 

2010). Consequently, it is important to consider the argument that less Internet neutrality 

could mean preferential treatment of certain weosrtes (perhaps owned by the ISPs 

themselves), which would ultimately impact the accessibility of certain information 

available online. If the Internet is to remain Canada's most democratic and most global 

medium, a non-neutral network could mean less innovation and it may interfere with a 

user's ability to connect to diverse news sources and applications online. These issues are 

major concerns that were addressed by the dialogue during the CRTC hearing on Internet 

traffic management practices, and will be further discussed in the primary research 

section of this essay. 

Furthermore, the Internet neutrality debate provokes policy and regulatory 

questions such as: what is the CRTC's stance on this issue, what sort of regulation of the 
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Internet should be legislated, and what are the arguments for and against having a neutral 

network. Also, due to the increasing use of traffic management practices online, and the 

lack of diverse ownership of ISPs, the topic of Internet neutrality in Canada needs to be 

further examined by academics in the Communications field. This in-depth study will aid 

in providing a thorough analysis of the CRTC hearing, which as suggested, is an area of 

research which has yet to be studied by another Canadian academic. Foremost, the 

research and literature review provides insight into the issue of how Internet neutrality is 

wavering as Internet service providers (ISPs) continue to use traffic management 

practices as a means to control congestion online. The following research illustrates how 

the Internet traffic management hearing raised interesting research questions such as how 

competitive is the ISP market, what do smaller businesses and alternative ISPs think of 

larger ISPs using ITMP such as bandwidth throttling and DPI, and how is Internet 

neutrality related to ITMP? The research findings conclude that Internet neutrality is a 

term that is quite relevant to consider in relation to Internet traffic management practices, 

since ITMP do provide preferential treatment of certain 'packets' over others on 

networks. ITMP are non-neutral network practices, which advocates of Internet neutrality 

deem to harm the open architectureS that the Internet was founded upon. The CRTC's 

decision on Internet traffic management practices is ultimately related to the overall 

Internet neutrality debate in Canada. The research findings suggest that Internet traffic 

management practices have allowed ISPs to increase their control over the architecture of 

the Internet that millions of Canadians subscribe to across the nation. 

5 The open architecture of the Internet is a common argument that Internet neutrality advocates utilize in 
their defence. Since the Internet essentially has no central control, and is made up of interconnected 
networks of networks, the Internet has always been an open environment, meaning there has been little 
external interference with how it has been developed over time. Advocates suggest that the Internet has 
thrived because of its openness and ease of access (Barratt and Shade, 2007). 
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A Brief History of Internet Neutrality in Canada 

In order to understand how Canada's Internet has become less neutral in the past 

half decade, one must understand the roots of network neutrality as a common-carriage 

policy. In the 1800s, American and English governments began applying common 

carriage rules to the dominant modes of transportation, such as railroads. In the 1900s, 

common carrier regulations that were applied to railroads were also extended to 

telephone and telegraph companies, because it was deemed that, " ... the carriage of 

electronic intelligence should be regulated in the same manner as the carriage of goods 

and passengers" (Speta, 2002). Common carriage principles implement policies that 

prevent carriers from influencing messages which flow through their networks, and 

require carriers to offer non-discriminatory access to their system on the basis of "just 

and reasonable" rates (Canada, 1979, s. 320; 1993, s. 33). Also these policies limited the 

carriers' liability for messages communicated through their networks (Canada, 1979, s. 

381; Department of Communication, 1971). For example, Section 5 of the Bell Canada 

Act explicitly states that the company " ... shall'neither control the contents nor influence 

the meaning or purpose of the message emitted, transmitted or received" (Canada, 1967). 

The Telecommunications Act (1993) extended these provisions to all carriers. 

Though the Internet neutrality debate has only surfaced in the last decade, as the 

Internet continues to develop as one of the most utilized mediums, the separation of 

carriers and content has been a part of telecommunications policy in Canada, as well as in 

the U.S. In their literature review, Barratt and Shade (2007) also trace the origins of this 

disassociation as far back as early railway legislation, where this was " ... the beginning of 
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policy separation between network infrastructures and content that moves over the 

network." Therefore, the responsibility of the network owner to ensure that data was 

treated equally, as well as to assure that it was available to other networks, has always 

been a key aspect of all telecommunication policy debates in Canada, even before the 

origin of the Internet. 

Fundamentally, the practice of common carriage came to the forefront of the 

Internet regulation debate in Canada when Bell began the practice of "traffic throttling" 

in 2005. "Traffic throttling" is a form of an ITMP, and occurs when ISPs block and 

interfere with a subscriber's accessibility to a certain website. Steve Anderson (2009) 

suggests that, "The importance of net neutrality was made clear in Canada when Bell 

Canada's traffic 'throttling' began limiting a user's ability to view the CBC's hit show 

'Canada's Next Great Prime Minister.'" Canadians complained that it took more than a 

day to download the show and that Bell was limiting accessibility to certain websites, 

specifically sites that utilized peer-to-peer6 downloading programs, such as BitTorrent. 

This is just one of the many examples of ISPs in Canada "throttling" traffic online and 

interfering with a user's ability to access content or applications online; furthermore 

bandwidth throttling is just one example of an Internet traffic management practice that is 

commonly utilized by ISPs in Canada. 

Internet traffic management practices, such as throttling, are closely connected to 

the Internet neutrality debate because they interfere with the open architecture of the 

Internet; in the past, many of the Internet's most popular applications, such as Y ouTube, 

blossomed due to a lack of interference from ISPs, or other corporate constraints. Thus 

6 The term "peer-to-peer" refers to the popular technology for file sharing; there are numerous software 
applications online that utilize this application to send files online. 
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one must consider that throttling certain websites and applications could hinder 

innovation and development online. In relation to the common-carriage principle, 

slowing down a user's ability to access an application online is clearly in violation of 

what the Telecommunications Act (1993) was supposed to guarantee all users - open 

access without discrimination from carriers. As it will be further illustrated, since this 

first notable instance of traffic throttling, ISPs have continued to interfere with 

accessibility to web sites because the Canadian government has not completely disallowed 

this practice of network interference. 

Another instance in which the issue of network neutrality was brought before the 

CRTC is when Cybersurf, a Calgary based independent ISP, and other small ISPs filed a 

complaint in April 2008 against Bell Canada (CRTC, "Telecom Decision CRTC 2008-

117", 2(08). These independent ISPs complained about over billing and anti-competitive 

behaviour, such as traffic throttling and Bell's unwillingness to provide wholesale ISPs 

with the same high connection speeds as Bell provides for its retail Internet subscribers 

(Chung, 2(08). In November 2008, the CRTC ruled that Bell's throttling is not 

discriminatory, as the practice is also applied t<;> Bell's own Internet customers (Chung, 

2008). However, the ruling did not address the larger issue of whether throttling should 

be allowed or whether ISPs should avoid favouring some users or some applications over 

others, which is an issue linked to the network neutrality debate. After this ruling, the 

commission already had another proceeding in progress to study in more detail concerns 

regarding network management. In response to the CRTC ruling, the groups involved 

asserted the decision was flawed and would continue to interfere with the companies' 
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ability to distinguish their service from Bell and thus contend effectively with larger ISPs 

in Canada such as Bell and Rogers (Geist 2008). 

After this first ruling for Bell, the CRTC organized an extensive set of hearings, 

which took place in the middle of July 2009. These hearings allowed large ISPs to 

explain the kind of traffic management practices each corporation was utilizing, which 

will be revealed later in this essay. The CRTC's ruling came after considering, " .. .437 

initial comments, 35 reply comments, and 34 final replies from parties (companies and 

advocacy groups) and individuals" with an online campaign resulting in over "13,000 

email submissions to the Commission from individuals." Also twenty-six presentations 

were heard at the July oral hearing, and the CRTC's online consultation resulted in 1,400 

additional individual comments (CRTC, October 2009: para. 10). 

On October 21 st
, 2009, after careful review, the CRTC announced its first major 

ruling on Internet traffic management practices in Canada, which is relevant to Internet 

neutrality concerns (despite the CRTC's avoidance of using the term 'Internet 

neutrality,7); ISPs can still traffic throttle but it must be a "last resort." According to the 

CRTC, economic measures to improve their network's performance should be utilized by 

ISPs before traffic throttling (CRTC, "Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2009-657", 

2009). For example, this implies that ISPs should continue to cap the amount of 

bandwidth users utilize, or charge subscribers additional fees for exceeding their monthly 

download limit. Also, included in the ruling, the CRTC will require ISPs to provide retail 

customers with thirty days notice of any changes to network management, and wholesale 

customers with sixty days notice (CRTC, "Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2009-657", 

7 The CRTC to date has not yet defined the term network neutrality nor explicitly held a hearing on Internet 
neutrality in Canada. Internet traffic management practices are just one of the many issues surrounding the 
Internet neutrality debate, thus the hearing was not all encompassing of the term 'Internet neutrality.' 
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management practices, such as traffic shaping, and slowing of certain applications, and 

limiting bandwidth usage for heavy downloaders. However, the CRTC mandates that 

ISPs cannot target specific applications or else this practice would warrant further 

investigation. Traffic management is not a "free-for-all" and the ruling does require ISPs 

to fully disclose their practices. In addition, there are some restrictions for throttling, and 

traffic management is not the main recommendation as a way to deal with network 

congestion. 

Thus, the CRTC hearing on Internet traffic management practices is relative to the 

Internet neutrality debate because the ruling does still allow ISPs to provide preferential 

treatment of certain applications and devices online. In order to truly understand how 

Internet traffic management practices were discussed at the CRTC hearing, and to 

illustrate the underlying values which motivate policy movements made by various 

stakeholders, the qualitative and quantitative research portion of this essay will examine 

the various positions of the speakers at the CRTC hearing regarding traffic management 

practices, such as targeting specific traffic online, including peer-to-peer file sharing. 

However, before delving deeper into the CRTC transcripts, it is important to explore the 

literature that has already been written on the subject of Internet neutrality, which will 

help illustrate the various perspectives and stances scholars have already taken on this 

issue. 

Literature Review 
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Due to the increasing usage of the Internet as a medium for news and information, 

scholars are increasingly writing that Internet neutrality is a necessary and vital defence, 

which ensures that all online content remains equally accessible. Scholars from a diverse 

range of disciplines have begun to examine issues surrounding Internet neutrality, 

contributing viewpoints from areas such as communication studies, economics, 

technology, telecommunications law and policy, and also cultural studies. Interestingly, 

multifaceted sets of arguments have been provoked about the historical roots of Internet 

neutrality, the politics surrounding the issue, and policy implications of Internet 

neutrality, which varies in each country. In order to encapsulate the major developments 

in assessments of network neutrality, it is necessary to identify the discussions and 

debates in the literature. 

As previously suggested, how scholars define Internet neutrality is not 

unanimous. For example, Wu provides a very simple definition of Internet neutrality as 

"an Internet that does not favour one application1SaY, the world wide web), over others 

(say, email)" (Wu, 2003). Significantly, Wu (2003) coined the expression "network 

neutrality" in his article, "Network Neutrality, Broadband Discrimination", where he 

makes the case for neutrally operated networks and service. Also, Gilroy builds on Wu's 

definition by suggesting that: 

" ... any such definition should include the general principles that owners of the 
networks that compose and provide access to the Internet should not control how 
users lawfully use that network; and should not be able to discriminate against 
content provider access to that network" (Gilroy, 2008). 

Wu and Gilroy's definitions ofInternet neutrality highlight the theme of non-preferential 

treatment of certain web sites and applications over others; as the discourse analysis and 
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content analysis will further illustrate, a non-discriminatory network was a key area of 

discussion in relation to the Internet traffic management hearing the CRTC held in July 

2009. Thus their definitions demonstrate how Internet traffic management practice issues 

are quite similar to the concerns that Internet neutrality advocates have been writing 

about since 2003. 

Furthermore, highlighting the importance of regulating control among Internet 

service providers (lSPs), Barratt and Shade (2007) classify Internet neutrality to consist 

of two key components, firstly that the Internet has no centralized control mechanisms, 

and secondly, those who own the networks do not control the content that runs over them. 

Barratt and Shade (2007) propose that the infrastructure of the Internet is "essentially just 

a large interconnected network of networks, which has no centralized control 

mechanisms", meaning that the Internet has been thriving because of its openness and 

ease of access. Keeping the Internet open and free from corporate constraints is a key 

concern of many Internet neutrality advocates, and these concerns were also discussed at 

the CRTC hearing on Internet traffic management practices being utilized by ISPs in 

Canada. As the primary research reveals, many .of the speakers at the CRTC hearing 

opposed ITMP because they believed in maintaining an open Internet architecture. 

Unlike traditional mediums such as television, the Internet's lack of 'centralized control' 

has allowed the web to develop into an internationally utilized medium, which 

encourages its users to innovate with very few limitations. 

Canadian legal scholar, Michael Geist, writes a highly consumed blog 

(www.michaelgeist.ca). which encourages the government to refrain from allowing ISPs 

the ability to control accessibility to content. Geist's blogs, which advocate for a non-
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biased Internet, suggest that if the Internet does not remain neutral, there is no protection 

from an inequitable telecommunications system. _Another network neutrality activist who 

pays close attention to the Canadian Internet neutrality debate is Steve Anderson (2009); 

he presents network neutrality as a design to maintain a level playing field for online 

innovation and communication. Like Barratt and Shade, Anderson points to "common 

carriage" as the foundational basis for the current principles of Internet neutrality. 

Anderson also discusses the current situation in which ISPs in North America have 

already blocked or slowed down access to websites and content, limited bandwidth for 

applications, and have raised the prospect of charging extra fees for access to an 

exclusive Internet fast lane. His literature highlights that this battle for the Internet is 

between a handful of big telecommunication companies and online innovation, free 

speech, small business, independent media, artists, and civil society. While there are a 

handful of scholars who have examined the Canadian Internet neutrality debate, literature 

that pertains specifically to the Canadian situation, still lacking in comparison to the 

amount of literature that has been written which examines the Internet neutrality debate 

in the United States. 

Nonetheless, other academics that have examined the Internet neutrality debate, 

such as Sascha Meinrath and Victor Pickard (2008), also encourage governments to allow 

the Internet to remain an open source. However, pro net-neutrality academics, Meinrath 

and Pickard, suggest that: 

"Much of the existing scholarship and commentary fails to sufficiently emphasize 
a central aspect of network neutrality, ignoring the import of normative principles 
- principles regarding the role of the Internet in a democratic society and the debt 
Internet providers owe to the public"(2008). 
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In other words, they believe that the core idea of net neutrality is ensuring that the 

Internet remains open and participatory. Open access to diverse applications online is an 

Internet neutrality issue, which can be extended to the CRTC hearing on ITMP, because 

as the primary research will disclose, some of the stakeholders discussed their concerns 

regarding how alternative applications will be accessed by Canadian users if ISPs are 

allowed to target such applications. Also Meinrath and Pickard's work emphasizes that 

much of the research on the network neutrality debate overlooks exploring the idea that 

ISPs "owe" citizens the right to freely and openly access the Internet, without ISPs 

intervening or controlling traffic online. 

The historical political economic perspective is apparent in Barratt and Shade 

(2007), Meinrath and Pickard (2008), and Anderson's (2009) literature; all these works 

suggest that private, corporate media conglomerates, and not public policy, increasingly 

control the Internet. This is the process of "re-regulation", according to political 

economist Mosco (1990). While it is more commonly identified as "de-regulation", it is 

"re-regulation" in actuality, since this process actually benefits large corporations, and 

involves less government involvement. This perspective is also important to consider 

because it raises questions regarding who has the authority to regulate the Internet, or 

should the Internet be "re-regulated"? In connection to this area of debate in Internet 

neutrality literature, the "re-regulation", or regulation debate also occurred at the CRTC 

hearing on ITMP. The ITMP hearing also examined whether ISPs should be allowed to 

self-regulate their networks, or whether the CRTC should propose guidelines on ITMP; 

thus studying the Internet neutrality debate through a political economic perspective is 

also relative to the CRTC hearing on network management practices. 
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Another common assertion among net neutrality advocates, certainly one that 

Lawrence Lessig (2008) emphasizes, is that innovation will suffer if access does not 

remain open. Without net neutrality, applications and content innovators will be deprived 

of a way to demonstrate their new products to consumers, and subsequently, they may 

also be discouraged from innovating further. Although Lessig examines Internet 

neutrality from an American policy perspective, the notion that government policies from 

any nation that aims to regulate the Internet, " ... require(s) political leadership - and 

public pressure to ensure that politicians aren't distracted by the telecom industry's cash 

and clout. .. " is still relevant to the Canadian dilemma of net neutrality (Lessig, 2008). 

Arguably, many scholars feel as though governments, such as Canada and the United 

States, should not allow ISPs more control over how their services are being utilized by 

subscribers. Lessig, as well as other pro-net neutrality academics, encourage governments 

not to allow ISPs to discriminate users based on the amount of money they are willing to 

pay to utilize the Internet. Preferential treatment of certain sites and applications is also 

an area of the Internet neutrality debate that will appear in the discussion of the primary 

research findings portion of this essay. 

However, many scholars are not necessarily in agreement that the Internet must 

remain neutral, and that any sort of regulation is necessary to maintain net neutrality. 

Interestingly, in relation to concentration of ownership in the ISP market, scholars Hahn 

and Wallsten (2006) concern themselves with the way in which Internet neutrality can 

impact the market, and often address Internet users as consumers, instead of citizens. 

Hahn and Wallsten vouch for a "hands-off' tactic (another form of a neo-liberalism 

policy), and "deregulation." The authors contend that: " ... mandating net neutrality would 
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--

be inconsistent with sound economic management of the Internet" (Hahn and WaUsten 

2006). Scholars Hass (2007), Globerman (2008),and Greenstein (2007), also concur that 

Internet neutrality would be undesirable for Internet consumers. These scholars have 

examined the debate from a market viewpoint; these academics tend to propose that any 

regulation will degrade the competence of the Internet, inhibit advancements, and limit 

prospective suppliers of financial support for potential communications expansion. 

Notably, and as it will be further exposed in the critical discourse analysis portion of this 

research paper, this is often reflected in arguments made by telecommunications 

companies, ISPs, and businesses. 

Also opposing net neutrality are Lenard and Scheffman, (2006), who argue that 

innovation on the Internet would not be hindered without net neutrality. They suggest 

that, " ... there is intense competition in local markets even with only two providers. A 

provider who denies access to content or applications that consumers find valuable will 

reduce the demand for its services" (Lenard and Scheffman, 2006). Accordingly, content 

that users want to access will continue to be available online, as long as consumers 

continue to visit these websites. ISPs do not benefit from losing customers, who are 

paying to use their services, which means that there is little incentive to impede the 

accessibility of websites that users are frequently visiting on the Internet. Interestingly, 

this concept was also used to defend ITMP at the CRTC hearing; many ISPs, like Lenard 

and Scheffman suggest, stated that their ITMP do not harm a user's ability to access 

content or applications online, because too many subscribers would become outraged. 

Furthermore, as the research findings on the transcripts reveals, it is evident that the 

CRTC hearing on ITMP is relative to the Internet neutrality debate as a whole, since ISPs 
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at the hearing often used similar arguments that have been made by scholars who are 

opposed to network neutrality. 

Conclusions Regarding Literature in the Field 

In summary, the literature review has highlighted how scholars continue to 

question what a non-neutral Internet would mean for its users and its impact on their 

experience browsing the web, as well as what kind of regulation (if any) should occur 

online. Also, the Internet neutrality debate raises issues regarding the rights ISPs have 

over their services and whether ISPs should continue to manage traffic online if it results 

in the preferential treatment of certain sites and services at the expense of content 

providers who cannot afford to pay. Furthermore, it is evident that there are various 

definitions of Internet neutrality, and the way in which Internet neutrality is defined 

depends on the individual's background and understanding of the issue in relation to their 

own discipline. 

As noted, some adversaries of Internet neutrality view regulation as a barrier to 

competition and improvements in technology, or unnecessary in terms of telecom policy. 

Others who argue in favour of Internet neutrality often suggest that Internet traffic 

management practices go against the open architecture that the Internet was founded 

upon, which is noted by Barratt and Shade in their literature review. These perspectives 

tend to oppose government intervention, or believe that existing laws and policies can 

cover any potential problems on an individual basis (Globerman, 2008). There is a 

variety of opinions that arise in the Internet neutrality debate; while some scholars 

promote more government intervention to protect Internet neutrality, others want less or 
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none to interfere with the infrastructure of the Internet. Most importantly, some scholars 

simply believe that Internet neutrality is not possible, and is not a policy that should be 

enforced, but those who want to ensure ISPs do not gain too much control over the future 

usage of broadband online heavily dispute this. The question of whether there is some 

sort of policy that can appease the demands of the public!consumers of the Internet, as 

well as the media conglomerates who own the pipelines of the Internet is an issue that 

commonly arises throughout the Internet neutrality debate. 

Also, it is imperative to emphasize that many of the arguments made for and 

against Internet neutrality are relevant in relation to the CRTC hearing on Internet traffic 

management practices. For instance Wu was the first scholar to define Internet neutrality, 

and his definition explored the issue of certain applications and sites receiving 

preferential treatment over others. This concept of Internet neutrality is relatable to the 

discussion, which occurred during the CRTC hearing on ITMP, because some of the 

stakeholders, whose concerns at the hearing are discussed with more specifics in the 

primary research section of this essay, felt that network management practices such as 

throttling could be seen as ISPs interfering with ,the openness of the Internet. If 

applications are discriminated against, this creates an anti-competitive environment, since 

the ITMP utilized by ISPs are ultimately interfering with consumer accessibility online. 

Ultimately, the literature review provides an initial illustration of how the major themes 

of Internet neutrality debate, such as competition, discrimination, and innovation, are also 

themes that reflect some of the areas of concern the stakeholders addressed and discussed 

with the CRTC panel during the hearing. 
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Finally, much of the pertinent research on Internet neutrality tends to theorize 

about its implications, since it is an area of debate which is still unfolding in Canada. 

Most of the texts analyzed in the literature review reflected a critical discourse analysis 

approach in order to understand the debate, and not much qualitative or quantitative data 

could be found in the literature review that directly relates to the Canadian context of 

network neutrality. However, the literature provides evidence that the academics that do 

advocate for Internet neutrality strongly suggest that if governments do regulate their 

Internet services (i.e. by means of policy measures), they place interests of the public and 

citizens before the demands of large media conglomerates. Whose interests are of most 

concern to the CRTC regarding the topic of traffic management in relation to the Internet 

neutrality debate, and what are the major themes of Internet neutrality are research 

questions that are explored in the primary research portion of this essay. 

Introduction to Primary Research 

As previously mentioned, the CRTC hearing on traffic management practices has 

transcripts available online on the CRTC's website; the transcripts document the 

responses towards various questions asked about Internet traffic management practices by 

the CRTC. These responses towards Internet traffic management practices were 

presented by twenty-six stakeholders at the seven-day hearing in front of a panel of 

CRTC commissioners. For the complete list of speakers (in order of appearance at the 

hearing) and commissioners at the CRTC hearing, please refer to Appendix A. The text 

of these transcripts is the primary source of data for the research portion of this essay. 

These texts were the subjects of a critical discourse analysis, as well as a content analysis 
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to highlight themes, and arguments that were being made by ISPs, as well as academics 

and pro-network neutrality activists throughout the seven-day hearing. The critical 

discourse analysis and content analysis evaluates and identifies each presenter's 

response to the six key values that were selected by the researcher. Also the research 

methodologies connect and explore other themes that are relevant in relation to the term 

Internet neutrality, such as competition, and discrimination. The six values that have 

been selected and defined by the researchfor the content analysis portion of this research 

are also framed as values that can be associated with the Internet neutrality debate 

through a critical discourse analysis. A key issue associated with some of the values 

selected explores the issue of whether policy could protect Internet consumers from ISPs 

unjustly discriminating against certain applications and devices online, or whether 

enforcing protective measures online is even necessary. Through the utilization of these 

research methodologies, the transcending nature of Internet neutrality in Canada is 

explored, and the issue of why this topic needs more exploration in academia, since 

undeniably the Internet can be deemed a valuable resource and medium to many 

Canadians is further addressed. 

Content Analysis Framework 

It is important to expose the value perspectives that lie at the core of the deeply 

contested Internet neutrality debate, and to provide and understand the value differences 

among the speakers at the CRTC hearing in 2009. To achieve this, a content analysis aids 

in examining the values of each speaker at the CRTC hearing in July 2009 regarding 

Internet traffic management practices. The transcripts from the hearing are primary 
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documents that provide raw data on the insights of various stakeholders who represented 

various interest groups and companies. Whi1e the hearing does not directly discuss the 

Internet neutrality debate in Canada, Internet traffic management practices utilized by 

ISPs are definitely viewed by most Internet neutrality advocates as an example of how 

the Internet could become non-neutral if ISPs can manage their broadband networks in 

anyway that they deem necessary. Also, it is important to note that the testimonies at the 

hearing reflect persuasive communication, which means that each presenter's statements 

at the hearing not only reflected the interests of the group (or views of the individuals), 

but also what they thought would persuade the commissioners at the hearing. 

A content analysis allows for systematic examination of texts, and it is an 

effective research method for studying attitudes, beliefs, values, and human relations 

(Woodrum, 1984). Also, the methodology is unobtrusive, and can aid in presenting 

themes and patterns in lengthy texts, like the transcripts being used for this study. The 

following content analysis provides considerable insight and research on the values on 

Internet traffic management practices in Canada, and follows a similar system of 

codification as a conference paper entitled: "Values of Stakeholders in the Net Neutrality 

Debate: Applying Content Analysis to Telecommunications Policy", which was 

presented at the 43rd Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences by Cheng, 

Fleischmann, Wang, Ishita, and Oard, from the University of Maryland, and Surugadai 

University. The report provides a quantitative study that illustrated the top values 

implicated in the network neutrality debate in America, and its analysis reveals "insights 

into the connection between specific values and positions on the Net neutrality debate" 
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(Cheng et aI, 2010). Firstly, the researchers define what they mean by "values", a term 

classified by Schwartz' work; their report suggests: 

"Values serve not only as determiners of choices, but also as foundations for 
attitudes towards personal needs and societal demands. Values influence both 
individual choices and societal policy directions. Analysis of values within 
ongoing policy debates can predict and explain individual and societal choices" 
(Cheng et aI, 2010). 

This concept and definition of "values", as proposed by Schwartz' work, is applied to the 

content analysis on the CRTC hearing on Internet traffic management practices in this 

research report. It is interesting to consider how Schwartz' Value Inventory, which is a 

list of 56 basic human values that was validated through cross-cultural survey research, 

can be applied to a policy debate, such as Internet traffic management practices 

(Schwartz, 1992). 

Furthermore, the Internet traffic management practices debate is an issue which is 

also relative to the Internet neutrality debate in Canada. Thus, as scholars, Cheng, 

Fleischmann, Wang, Ishita, and Oard suggest, "Values [can] influence policy goals, 

decisions, and implementation. At the same time, policy analysis also influences the 

values of participants in the policy-making process and of people affected by this 

process" (2010). The purpose of selecting six of Schwartz' values as a means to 

organizing a content analysis is that it can be used to codify the differences and 

similarities in value judgements amongst each stakeholder group. While this content 

analysis uses a similar coding framework as Cheng's et al. (2010) content analysis, there 

are some variations in how certain values were selected and applied to the CRTC hearing 

in contrast to the ones utilized in the paper,"Values of Stakeholders in the Net Neutrality 

Debate: Applying Content Analysis to Telecommunications Policy." For example, 
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instead of counting the frequencies of all of Schwartz' values, this research analysis 

selected six of the values utilized in the conference paper and recorded how each value 

was perceived by each speaker at the hearings after closely reading each speaker's 

presentation at the hearing. Also, instead of counting the frequencies of Schwartz' values, 

this content analysis is more qualitative in nature, because it notes whether each of the six 

values were regarded as a positive, neutral, or negative by the representative/speaker at 

the CRTC hearing on Internet traffic management practices. How positive, neutral and 

negative is defined by the researcher can also be found in Appendix A of this research 

paper. Also, the research includes a calculation of the total average attitude of each value 

by including the total mean, median and mode of each of the six values' evaluations, as 

well as individual daily mean, median and mode calculations of each value. This 

calculation will assess what the general response and daily response of each value was 

during the seven-day hearing. 

Coding the stakeholders' stances towards the six values as positive, neutral, or 

negative, ultimately aids in explaining how each of the six values influences and 

motivates each representative's stance on Internet traffic management practices, which 

came to light during the seven-day hearing. Thus this content analysis assesses each 

representative who spoke at the hearing's attitude towards the six different values that 

have been selected which are: 1) wealth, 2)freedom, 3) capable, 4) influential, 5) 

equality, and 6) authority. Definitions and explanations of how each value was coded can 

be found in Appendix A. These six values were selected after examining the results from 

Cheng's content analysis on the American Net Neutrality hearing; however Cheng's 

conference paper includes explanations of the ten most frequent values counted during 
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the American network neutrality hearing and this research only uses six. For the purpose 

of this analysis, six of the top ten values from Cheng's paper were applied to the CRTC 

transcripts on Internet traffic practices because they were deemed by the researcher to be 

most evident and applicable to the themes of the discussions at the hearing after a 

preliminary read through of the transcripts. 

Also, another content analysis was conducted with two research questions in 

mind: does congestion actually exist online, and is peer-to-peer sharing a main source of 

congestion for ISPs? Since the issue of congestion was briefly introduced in the previous 

sections, it is important to emphasize that network congestion is a key concern of ISPs in 

Canada. ITMP are often justified by ISPs in Canada as a means to combat traffic 

congestion, because ISPs assume that the amount of bandwidth that Internet users are 

utilizing online is constantly increasing. Also, many ISPs (as well as many of the 

individuals on the CRTC panels) deem peer-to-peersharing applications as a main source 

of congestion. ISPs argue that congestion harms a user's online experience, and must be 

managed through the utilization of ITMP; however, there was some evidence at the 

CRTC hearing that congestion is not an actuality, and its existence is disputable. Thus the 

issue of congestion becomes an important topic to connect to the Internet neutrality 

debate since it brings up the issue of whether regulation could aid in managing online 

traffic congestion. Regulation is a key issue in the literature regarding the Internet 

neutrality debate, and is relatable to the issue of managing congestion online. 

This smaller content analysis frames what the stakeholders' stances were towards 

this question, and were coded with a response of either yes, no, or no opinion. 

8 After the first day of the ITMP hearing, it became evident that the CRTC panel already assumed and 
agreed that online congestion was an issue - no one on the panel questioned if congestion was an actuality, 
and asked questions which focused on how ITMP should be utilized to manage traffic congestion instead. 
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Furthermore, a third content analysis counted the frequencies of three words: congestion, 

discrimination/discriminatory, and competition/competitive; it was pre-supposed by the 

researcher that these three words would come up quite frequently throughout the hearing. 

The frequency of each word's use daily and in total throughout the entire hearing was 

included as part of this content analysis. Now that all three of the content analyses have 

been introduced, the results of all three content analysis will now be discussed and 

revealed. 

Values of Stakeholders at the CRTC Hearing - Content Analysis 1 

Variable 1 • Wealth 

Since the initial content analysis examined six values, it is interesting to compare 

the similarities and differences in opinions amon~t t~ twenty-six speakers who 

presented in front of a CRTC panel of commissioners. The first value that was examined 

was wealth; wealth is the value that examines the issue of whether profitability is a 

concern or issue for the speaker at the CRTC hearing. Of the twenty-six speakers, 

eighteen of the stakeholders' presentations suggested to the researcher that it is important 

to ensure that the Internet is profitable; however there are differences in the way in which 

each stakeholder will profit from Canadians browsing the Internet. Also, depending on 

how the speaker felt about the current Internet traffic management practices, there were 

differences amongst the various speakers at the hearing regarding the issue of how the 

Internet could be the most profitable to their own businesses or interests. Please refer to 

Appendix A, Figure A for a complete chart of how each stakeholder responded to this 

value. 
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For instance, stakeholders at the hearing, such as large ISP owners like Bell and 

Rogers, emphasized that utilizing Internet traffic management practices, is a method to 

ensure that their customers are receiving the best service possible from their subscription. 

If a customer is happy with their services, the customer will likely stay a loyal customer 

for a lengthy period of time. ISPs mainly argued at the hearing that they use Internet 

traffic management practices as a means to control their supply of broadband to keep up 

with the increasing demands of their customers; if ISPs cannot do so, and receive 

complaints, this means less profitability. 

On the other hand, there were speakers at the hearing, such as Zip.ca, who were 

concerned about profitability of the Internet because thus far, utilizing the Internet had 

not been very profitable for their company. Zip.ca spoke on the second day of the hearing 

and made a remarkable revelation in front of theCRTC_ panel. Interestingly, Zip.ca 

suggested that it is cheaper to spend money on postage to send DVDs via mail, rather 

than distributing the same content online, because of the high expense of bandwidth 

(CRTC, "Volume 2", 2009). Also the issue of applications not being able to be as quickly 

accessed online as others became an issue of profitability and wealth throughout Zip.ca's 

presentation. Due to the fact Internet traffic management practices allows preferential 

access to certain websites and applications over others, smaller companies, like Zip.ca 

will be at a disadvantage if the application they are utilizing is not favoured by an ISP 

like Bell. 

Since Bell has such a large share of the broadband in Canada, and is increasingly 

re-purposing offline content such as television or radio shows, for online distribution, this 

puts companies who wish to stream their own content at a disadvantage. Zip.ca's 
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presentation explains that, "If their internet traffic is exempt from any rules you set on 

network neutrality, your application level filtering, then basically they are allowed to say 

that their application goes through with priority and mine doesn't, and that certainly 

would be an issue to us" (CRTC, "Volume 2",2009: 1413). Thus Internet traffic 

management practices did niise questions and issues regarding how each stakeholder was 

concerned about the future profitability of the Internet, and wealth was definitely an 

important value, and was deemed positive by the majority of stakeholders that spoke 

during the hearing. The discourse analysis portion of this research further explores how 

valuing wealth is often an argument used to dispute Internet neutrality. Wealth was 

definitely viewed as positive and important dimension of utilizing the Internet; the 

potential for increasing one's wealth by utilizing the Internet undeniably encourages 

online innovation and advancements in technology_, _ 

Variable 2- Freedom 

The second value that was explored was freedom, which is the value that 

investigates the ability for an individual or company to make their own choices, and 

express their own ideas on the Internet. This value was framed in the following research 

question: is it important for Internet users to have individual freedoms online? 

Throughout the seven-day hearing, many of the speakers expressed the importance of 

keeping the Internet open and allowing each user the freedom to access any content or 

applications they want online. From the perspective of speakers who represented a more 

pro-Internet neutrality stance at the hearing, freedom was a value that was regarded as 

very important and a very positive value for Canadian Internet consumers, For the 
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complete codification of each stakeholder at the hearing, please refer to Appendix A, 

Figure D. 

The stakeholders who tended to favour the value of freedom more positively were 

smaller companies, or independent producers of content. For example, one of the 

stakeholders who have been rated positively by the research is the Independent Film and 

Television Association (Iff A). Their presentation in front of the panel on day three of 

the hearing emphasized the importance for Canadians to freely access content available 

online. The issue of utilizing Internet traffic management practices raises concerns that: 

" ... the ISP gatekeepers will grant the same preferential treatment and carriage to ISP 

owned and/or affiliated content and squeeze out independent producers from the last open 

and democratic distribution platform under the guise of network management." (CRTC, 

"Volume 3", 2009: 2073). This statement at the hearing illustrates one of the key 

concerns regarding Internet neutrality and concentration of media ownership - the 

inability to freely access diverse sources. Those who tended to favour CRTC regulation 

of Internet traffic management practices also tended to favour consumer rights and 

freedoms online. As the statement from the 1FT A illustrates, those who spoke at the 

hearing that agreed with Internet regulation had a tendency to use the value of freedom as 

an argument to support such policy measures; regulation could be used to protect 

consumer freedoms and rights online. 

ISPs like Bell and Rogers did not express a positive rating for this value. While 

Rogers did suggest that they are not providing preferential treatment of their own content 

services over other websites, their Internet traffic management practices do target peer-to

peer file sharing applications such as BitTorrent. Since BitTorrent, as IFf A and other 
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stakeholders at the hearing suggested, is used commonly amongst independent content 

producers to share files, targeting this sort of application can be perceived as a negative 

response towards freedom online. Other ISPs such as Cogeco and Telus reflected a 

negative attitude towards the value of freedom as welL Major ISPs proposed at the CRTC 

hearing, that some online freedoms, such as downloading BitTorrents, need to be 

restricted and regulated by ISPs themselves to ensure that all their customers are not 

experiencing the effects of online traffic congestion. For example, on the seventh day of 

the hearing, Bell's speaker suggested that CRTC regulation of Internet traffic 

management practices would actually hinder, not maintain online innovation. Since 

innovation is a word that is closely linked to the arguments made in favour for online 

freedoms, it is interesting that ISPs like Bell would use the value of freedom as a means 

to justify Internet traffic management practices; thi~eems paradoxical in nature since as 

suggested Internet traffic management practices could stifle innovation if it targets 

independent producers and distributors. Bell went on to suggest that: 

"Where some see the need to impose regulatory rules to protect application 
innovation, we see their demands as seeking regulatory rules that would limit, or 
even ban, innovation at the network leveL Quite simply, imposing ex ante rules 
that limit or ban innovation at any layer is by definition a greater threat to 
innovation than having no ex ante rules at all" (CRTC, "Volume 7",2009:5978). 

Thus opponents of Internet neutrality also invoke the value freedom as validation of their 

current Internet traffic management practices; Bell and Rogers are key examples of ISPs 

that downplay the extent to which differentiation among users is a hindrance to consumer 

choice. While it was not surprising that ISPs did not value freedom in a positive regard, it 

was surprising that ISPs used the value of freedom as an instrument to argue their side of 

the debate. The majority of the speakers at the seven-day hearing valued the Internet as a 
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medium that allows Canadians to access diverse content and sources, and innovate and 

create new ideas at a national and international scale. 

Variable 3 - Capable 

Capable was the third value that was defined and coded. Capable can be defined 

as the value or potential of doing something effectively, and was framed in the research 

question of whether policy is capable of ensuring Internet traffic management practices 

are non-discriminatory, or whether policy is even necessary to regulate the Internet. 

Interestingly, of the twenty-six stakeholders who spoke at the hearing, thirteen of the 

speakers viewed this value as positive, but there were also ten stakeholders who 

suggested that the CRTC was not capable of regulating the Internet. This means that there 

was almost an even divide amongst the twenty-six stakeholders whether the CRTC was 

capable of using policy to regulate Internet traffic management practices. As figure I 

illustrates in Appendix A, the fifth and the seventh day of the hearing had a mean average 

of a negative representation of the capable value research question. On these days, Bell, 

Rogers, and other main ISP providers in Canada spoke in front of the CRTC panel, which 

illustrates that ISPs are against regulating the Internet through policy measures. On the 

other hand, the second and third day of the hearing presented the most stakeholders with 

positive attitudes towards the CRTC's capability of regulating Internet traffic 

management practices. The speakers on these days were mainly, consumer interest 

groups and smaller companies. 

For example, the Alliance of Canadian Cinema, Television and Radio Artists 

(ACTRA) presented an argument that illustrates a positive response towards the CRTC 
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regulating the Internet on the third day. The ACTRA strongly presented the opinion that 

the CRTC should interject with how Internet traffic management practices are being 

utilized, and notes that: "We know ISPs are already using traffic management practices. 

The Commission must make it clear that this is not a long-term solution and regulate the 

practice ... "(CRTC, "Volume 3", 2009: 2520). The ACTRA, as well as other stakeholders 

who argued in favour of CRTC regulation, proposed a variety of guidelines for the CRTC 

to abide by to ensure that ISPs are not granted too much freedom to self-regulate their 

own broadband networks. One guideline that was commonly suggested by those who 

viewed this value positively, like the ACTRA was that, " ... the onus should be on ISPs to 

prove they need to manage traffic in order to manage the integrity of the system" (CRTC, 

"Volume 3", 2009: 2521). As the second content analysis illustrates, many stakeholders 

at the hearing questioned the reality of how badly IS~etworks were congested, and if 

congestion even existed online. Due to the fact that ISPs generally have not provided 

much evidence prior to the hearing (or even during the hearing) that congestion truly 

exists, those who are opposed to Internet traffic management practices generally 

questioned if this sort of congestion is an actuality, and wanted the CRTC to force ISPs to 

prove Internet traffic management practices were even required to ensure a more 

favourable experience for a Canadian Internet consumer. 

Nonetheless, it is interesting to assess the other side of the debate; these are the 

stakeholders, mainly ISPs, who did not view policy as a favourable method to regulate 

Internet traffic management practices. ISP provider, Shaw Telecommunications, was one 

of the many stakeholders who discouraged the CRTC from regulating Internet traffic 

management practices, and suggested that, "Because there is no one-size-fits-aU 
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approach, the Commission must allow each ISP to select the network management 

practices that are best suited for their particular network" (CRTC, "Volume 6".2009: 

5623). Similarly, ISPs such as, Cogeco, Bell and Rogers also shared a similar viewpoint 

towards whether or not the CRTC was capable of regulating the Internet. These ISPs 

want the ability to self-regulate without CRTC interference; during the hearing, these 

ISPs did not see any issues with the way in which they were utilizing Internet traffic 

management practices. 

Capable was a value that was argued in both a positive and negative perspective 

by stakeholders at the CRTC hearing and it was one of the main concerns for 

stakeholders regarding regulating the Internet. Those who did not deem regulation as 

possible or capable of ensuring a fair and neutral network argued that if all purchasers 

faced a uniform access price, without regard to usage •. Jhe common resource would be 

allocated inefficiently. On the other hand, those who deemed the capability of regulation 

as a positive suggested that it is important that the CRTC regulates the methods of 

Internet management practices, to ensure innovation is not stifled, and ISPs are not using 

discriminatory forms of management on their networks. Basically there was almost an 

even divide amongst stakeholders at the hearing in regard to whether or not the CRTC 

was capable of regulation; for the complete coding of this value please refer to Appendix 

A, Variable 3. 

Variable 4 - Influential 

The forth value, influential, was also coded in a similar manner as the first three 

variables. The variable influential, or influence, is the value that explores the impact of 
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actions; in this research, influence was framed in the research question of whether the 

current Internet traffic management practices were influencing Canadian Internet users in 

a positive or negative manner. The mean average response to this question during the 

hearing was again almost evenly split by the twenty-six presenters; sixteen stakeholders 

at the hearing deemed the current Internet traffic management practices to be having a 

negative influence on Internet user's experiences browsing online, and ten of the 

stakeholders viewed Internet traffic management practices as a positive influence. Again, 

the stakeholders were not united, and almost equally divided on this issue during the 

hearing. 

Service providers, and anti-net neutrality stakeholders at the hearing put 

significant emphasis on the value of influential. Sandvine is one example of a stakeholder 

who argued in favour oflnternet traffic managementpractice's influence on the first day 

of the CRTC hearing. Sandvine presented that, ..... there have been a very limited number 

of complaints and even lesser number of violations alleging unjust traffic management 

practices in Canadian Internet. Is anything broken? Is there compelling real-world 

evidence of the need for new guidelines?"(CRTC, "Volume 1",2009: 88). The main 

argument that many ISPs made during the hearing was that they had received little to no 

complaints about the Internet traffic management practices they were utilizing. However, 

as opponents of Internet traffic management practices also proposed at the hearing, many 

Canadians are simply not aware of how their network is being managed by ISPs, or that 

Internet traffic management practices even occur. As the critical discourse analysis 

emphasizes, a lack of awareness amongst Canadian Internet consumers is a critical issue. 

Other stakeholders who viewed Internet traffic management practices as favourable also 
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suggested that Internet traffic management practices were having a positive influence on 

Canadian Internet users because these practices are utilized to ensure every subscriber has 

quick and timely access to websites and applications online. In the case of time-sensitive 

applications, such as Voice over IP, or VOIP, traffic management practices can aid in 

ensuring that there is no "lagging" in how quickly messages are received by the other 

user they are trying to connect with online. On the first day of the hearing, Juniper 

Networks explained various Internet traffic management methods that are commonly 

utilized online and suggested what applications need to be accessed quickly have changed 

over time. For example Napster was an application that used to be accessed by Internet 

users to download music, but due to numerous copyright issues, it was shut down. Thus, 

Internet users who want to download music online no longer use Napster. Juniper 

suggests that: " .. .if we look at the kinds of applicatioos that occur on the network today 

versus if we look back 15 years ago the majority of the Internet was simply a little bit of 

Web, and mostly file transfer, and some e-mail. The types of applications that we 

leverage today are fundamentally different than how we built these networks originally" 

(CRTC, "Volume 1",2009: 417). Essentially, because the way in which the vast majority 

of Canadians are utilizing the Internet is constantly changing and developing overtime, 

ISP traffic management practices are always adapting to these changes. Currently, these 

stakeholders in favour of Internet traffic management practices suppose that is not 

reasonable to leave a network unmanaged if there are so many time-sensitive applications 

being utilized on the Internet, such as online gaming, or using instant messaging 

applications. 
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In contrast, those who argued that the current Internet traffic management 

practices are having a negative influence on Canadian Internet users at the CRTC hearing 

often suggested that Internet traffic management practices impacts a user's ability to 

access content produced by independent producers. On the second day of the hearing, the 

Open Internet Coalition suggested that, ..... practices that undermine the Internet's 

openness are bad for innovation; in this case, application-specific traffic management 

practices. ITMPs that discriminate between applications distort market forces and harm 

user choice" (CRTC, "Volume 2", 2009: 1016). Also as noted earlier, stakeholders who 

did not favour the influence of Internet traffic management practices, argued for more 

transparency of these practices from ISPs. For instance, on the third day the Council of 

Canadians with Disabilities and ARCH Disability Law Centre presented a different 

viewpoint of how Internet traffic management pra<:;tices could have an impact on 

Canadian users with special needs. Their concerns were that if traffic management 

practices target specific applications, this could mean that applications that Canadians 

with disabilities utilize could also be targeted. ARCH's presentation reminded the 

committee that, "Unfortunately, some of these services and applications may look like, or 

be taken for non-traditional applications or services that the ISPs are concerned about, for 

example P2P" and, "Even when they don't look like programs that the ISPs are concerned 

about, these accessibility-related applications may be degraded simply because they are 

not recognized applications ... " (CRTC, "Volume 3",2009: 2312). It is important to keep 

in mind that people with disabilities also rely on the Internet to improve their quality of 

life, and traffic management practices are currently having a negative influence on these 

individuals. 
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However, MTS Allstream, who spoke on the third day of the hearing, is an 

example of a stakeholder who viewed the influence of Internet traffic management 

practices in a very different manner than other stakeholders who were also coded as 

viewing this value negatively. Their presentation did not concern itself with retail Internet 

traffic management practices, but was more interested in the use of these methods on 

wholesale Internet customers. At the hearing, MTS Allstream argued that, "Dominant 

carriers can and should be required to manage their own retail Internet traffic separately 

from that of their wholesale access customers" (CRTC, "Volume 3", 2009: 2632). Since 

ISPs such as Bell and Rogers also use Internet traffic management practices on their 

wholesale customers as well as retail subscribers, this raises the issue of wholesale 

providers not being able to compete with the six largest ISP providers in Canada. Internet 

traffic management practices, which extend to wholesale providers, means that wholesale 

providers cannot differentiate their services from these media conglomerates. To 

conclude, the influence of Internet traffic management practices as both a positive or 

negative measure was heavily debated amongst the stakeholders at the hearing, and its 

influence was argued on both sides of the debate. 

Variable 5 - Equality 

The fifth value examined was equality, which was also coded as the previous 

variables. Equality refers to the ability to have the same status, rights, and opportunities 

as others. Equality is valued in this content analysis to examine whether network players 

and consumers have the same rights and opportunities as one another. For example, do 

independent content producers have the same opportunities to be accessed online as 
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content distributed by larger network players? The mean average response to this value 

was either neutral or negative; however fifteen of the stakeholders regarded this value as 

negative, eight viewed it as neutral, and three stakeholders felt it was positive, meaning 

that the stakeholder felt that consumers and network players had equal opportunities and 

rights online. The results of the research have calculated that the majority of stakeholders 

felt that current Internet traffic management practices had a negative effect on this value. 

While some of the stakeholders did fall under the neutral codification in this 

analysis, more attention will be directed towards the arguments made by stakeholders 

who were given a negative codification in Figure N of Appendix A. The Canadian 

Association of Internet Providers (CAIP), and the Canadian Internet Policy and Public 

Interest Clinic (CIPPIC) are two examples of speakers who suggested Internet traffic 

management practices created inequities between ISPs and their customers. CAIP argued 

that it was competition, not congestion that is at issue; like MTS Allstream, CAIP 

strongly urged the CRTC panel to not allow ISPs to use traffic management practices on 

wholesale customers. CAIP noted how little competition exists amongst ISPs and smaller 

wholesale providers: 

" ... the Commission's own Communications Monitoring Report reveals, dominant 
carriers have an overwhelming market share of retail internet access, accounting 
for 88 percent of the total revenue market share for internet access service, and 
95.5 percent of residential subscribers in 2007" (CRTC, "Volume 4",2009: 
2967). 

Again, the issue of wholesale providers being unable to differentiate their services from 

larger ISPs illustrates how unequal the playing field is for smaller ISPs in Canada. The 

CIPPIC reminded the CRTC panel that ISPs could easily have an advantage over smaller 

distributors who utilize applications that are targeted by Internet traffic management 
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practices, such as BitTorrent; there is the potential for their own distribution services 

receive priority over their competitors online. Steve Anderson, who was referred to in the 

literature review portion of this essay, stated that Internet traffic management practices, 

" ... sets up incentives for ISPs to confer undue preferences on their own distribution 

services, especially with respect to wholesale customers. This is a very problematic but 

difficult issue to monitor" (CRTC, "Volume 4",2009: 3393). Discrimination of specific 

content and applications online was a key concern of numerous stakeholders throughout 

the hearing; also ensuring equal competition amongst service providers was another 

argument that was relative to the equality value. 

On the contrary, service providers, not unexpectedly, view equality differently 

from those who were against current Internet traffic management practices. Large service 

providers such as Cogeco, Telus, Bell or Rogers argue that discrimination does not exist 

in the reality of competition between service providers. Telus denied any preferential 

treatment of any associated dealings, and stated that: 

" ... we understand why non-affiliated providers of content worry about undue 
preference. Luckily, we already have robust non-discrimination rules in Canada, 
the very rules that net neutrality advocates in the U.S. continue to seek. That to us 
is a critical point of departure from the net neutrality debate that is raging south of 
the border"(CRTC, "Volume 5", 2009: 4083). 

It is particularly interesting that Telus referred to the Internet neutrality debate in the 

United States; during this hearing the United States had yet to issue Internet neutrality 

regulations, but since the CRTC hearing on Internet neutrality, the Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC) has decided to issue Internet neutrality guidelines. 

Also, as already mentioned, the CRTC panel was careful not to refer to the hearing as an 
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Internet neutrality debate. Regardless, the opponents of regulating network practices have 

a very different and contrasting opinion on equality. 

Variable 6 - Authority 

The final variable analyzed in this content analysis was authority; this value 

evaluates whether the stakeholders at the hearing deemed the CRTC to have the power to 

regulate Internet traffic management practices utilized by ISPs. Interestingly, the mean 

average response to this value was almost evenly divided between being coded as 

positive or negative; for the complete chart of how each stakeholder was coded please 

refer to Appendix A, Figure Q. Of the twenty-six speakers at the hearing, fourteen 

presenters felt that the CRTC had the authority to regulate traffic management practices, 

eleven stakeholders argued otherwise, and one stakeholder was coded as neutral. 

Negative responses to this value often made the argument that the success of the 

Internet is because the government has been not intervening and creating new policies to 

regulate networks. On the fifth day of the hearing, Rogers' suggested that: "Canada has 

the highest penetration of cable modem service in the world and the highest penetration 

of broadband in the 08 countries. All of this has been accomplished with the minimum of 

government regulation. Market forces, not government fiat, are responsible for Canada's 

remarkable success" (CRTC, "Volume 5", 2009: 4901). Also, Cogeco is an ISP that 

approves of this hands-off approach, and their presentation concluded that, " ... no 

regulatory measures designed to regulate ITM practices are required at this time"(Day 

CRTC, "Volume 5", 2009: 4469). ISPs want the CRTC to demonstrate restraint in 

exercising their authority, and often argue that because the way in which networks are 
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being utilized is constantly changing, regulation could quickly become outdated and too 

restrictive. 

However, stakeholders who deemed the CRTC to have enough authority to 

regulate Internet traffic management practices want the CRTC to use their authority to 

amplify competition and defend consumer rights. One key consumer right that was a 

frequent issue was privacy; many stakeholders who were opposed to Internet traffic 

management practices had concerns regarding how much information was being exposed 

and stored because of the use of Deep Packet Inspections (DPI). ISPs use DPI as a means 

to target kinds of traffic they want to slow down; for example the slowing down the 

download speed of peer-to-peer file sharing is one way DPI is utilized online. 

Stakeholders who viewed the authority of the CRTC as positive wanted more 

intervention from the government to ensure ISP traffic-management practices are 

regulated to protect a variety of consumer rights, like privacy. 

Conclusions of Content Analysis 1 

The six key values that were examined by the first content analysis highlighted a 

variety of themes of the arguments made by those who were for regulating Internet traffic 

management practices, and those who are against the CRTC intervening with network 

regulation. The first value examined (Figure 1), wealth, highlighted the perspectives of 

why the future profitability of the Internet was a concern to each stakeholder. Each 

stakeholder who spoke at the CRTC hearing shared similarities and differences in their 

evaluation of how Internet traffic management practices could impact their company, or 

interest group. Nonetheless, the vast majority of the stakeholders valued the importance 
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of wealth in a positive manner, which further emphasizes how the Internet has become an 

important medium to develop and share innovations and ideas for a variety of Canadian 

businesses and consumers. 

Figure 1 

Value of Wealth 
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Secondly, freedom was a value that was argued both ways throughout the seven-

day hearing (Figure 2). Consumer freedoms are arguably discriminated against with the 

usage of Internet traffic management practices; a number of Canadian Internet 

subscribers are likely unaware of why certain applications and services online load 

slower than others. Public awareness of the problems associated with Internet traffic 

management practices is definitely lacking; individual freedoms online are a key area of 

concern for numerous stakeholders who spoke at the hearing. Also, the value capable 

(Figure 3), explored the question of whether or not it was possible for the CRTC to 

regulate Internet traffic management practices. Stakeholders were very divided on this 
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issue; while some presentations put forth that it would be difficult to regulate the Internet 

because it is a medium that constantly changes in its usage, other stakeholders 

emphasized that the CRTC was capable of ensuring consumer rights were being 

protected. Many of the presenters who argued in favour of the CRTC's capability to 

regulate wanted a policy that ensured that ISPs did not use certain traffic management 

practices which would discriminate against applications like BitTorrent. 

Figure 2 
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In addition, the value of influence (Figure 4) examined whether current Internet 

traffic management practices had a negative or positive effect on Canadian subscribers 

and users. Most stakeholders seemed to agree that some traffic management practices, 

such as the ones that stop viruses and spam online from spreading, were acceptable; 

however, the stakeholders were divided on how other traffic management practices were 

impacting Canadian users. Finally, equality (Figure 5) and authority (Figure 6) were two 

important values and themes that arose during the hearing. Wholesale ISP providers 

argued that ISPs should not use Internet traffic management practices on their networks 

because the amount of people who subscribe to their services is much smaller in scale 

than large ISPs such as Bell and Rogers, meaning that there is less congestion on their 

networks so traffic management practices are likely unnecessary. The stakeholders were 

also divided on the issue of whether or not the CRTChad the authority to regulate 

Internet traffic management practices. The main question surrounding this value was 

whether regulation was even necessary, and if the CRTC had enough evidence to 

intervene and change the way in which ISPs are using traffic management practices. 

Furthermore, the major themes and findings from this content analysis will later be 

connected to the discourse analysis on the CRTC hearing. 

Figure 4 
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Key Research Questiolls and Consistency of Terms Selected - Content Allalysis 2 alld 3 

The following content analysis assesses key questions that were addressed during 

the CRTC hearing on Internet traffic management practices. Each actor's response to the 

issue in question has been coded either: yes, no, or no opinion; for complete definitions 

and explanations of the codification of the two research questions, please refer to 

Appendix B. The first question that examined whether the stakeholders believed 

congestion actually existed online, and the second question examined whether each 

speaker at the hearing believed peer-to-peer sharing applications (such as BitTorrents), 

are a main source of congestion for ISP networks. The second content analysis counted 

the frequency of the words: competition/competitive, congestion, and 

discrimination/discriminatory throughout the seven-day hearing; Appendix C includes 

charts and graphs of each value, to illustrate its daily and total frequency throughout the 

hearing. While the third content analysis is the leas~ in-depth study of the three, it is still 

interesting to examine how often both the stakeholders and the CRTC panel utilized these 

three terms in conversation, during the hearing. A word counting program, as well as 

manual counting, was employed to record each word frequency. 

To begin with, the second content analysis was a follow-up to some of the 

research questions that were excluded from the first content analysis, which assessed six 

values amongst stakeholders. Before the hearing began, it seemed as though the CRTC 

panel had already made the assumption that traffic congestion exists online. However, 

numerous stakeholders questioned if this was an actuality, or a problem that has been 

fabricated by ISPs to justify the usage of Internet traffic management practices. Fifteen, 
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of the twenty-six stakeholders at the hearing agreed congestion existed online, nine 

speakers did not have an opinion, and two stakeholders did not feel congestion was 

actually an issue for ISPs. 

To illustrate some of the responses of the stakeholders, primary examples will be 

drawn upon from the hearing; Rogers is an example of an ISP who believed congestion 

existed online. Rogers' brought up the issue of congestion in their presentation, and used 

an example to explain what was happening to their networks. Rogers stated that: 

"The use of our network for constant 2417 machine-to-machine traffic puts a 
strain on our network that, as a consumer grade Internet service, it is not intended 
to support. Think of our network as a highway with many lanes shared by many 
more cars. If one car ties up a whole lane 24 hours a day, it creates a problem for 
the other cars. That is exactly what peer-to-peer filesharing applications do and 
that is why we must manage this traffic. All other traffic on the network can use 
the entire upstream pipe" (CRTC, "Volume 5", 2009: 4917). 

This example helps demonstrate the high volume of congestion that Rogers believes is 

occurring on their networks. Other ISPs, and even smaller businesses and interest groups 

did not entirely reject the notion that congestion co~ld exist online. Even the Open 

Internet Coalition did not entirely deny the ISPs suggestion that congestion exists online; 

however as noted two stakeholders did not agree that congestion online was an issue. For 

example, CAIP's presentation questioned if congestion actually existed online. CAIP 

presented that it, " ... does not believe the network congestion considerations should drive 

policy determinations regarding ITMPs", and that " ... a common industry definition of 

'network congestion' in IP networks needs to be developed" (CRTC, "Volume 4",2009: 

2985). Interestingly, the findings of this analysis highlight that the vast majority of 

stakeholders, did enter the hearing with some sort of assumption that congestion is an 

actual problem in which ISPs have to overcome (Figure 7). 
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Figure 8 
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Finally, the third content analysis counted the freq uencie. of three words 

th rough ut the hearing ' the word congestion was uti li zed 526 times throughout the 

hearing, and the day it was used most frequenlly was on the first day of the seven-day 

hearing. However, after a c lose reading of the transcripts, it is evident that Bell received 

the rna t questi ns regarding this topic from the pan J, and spent the most time 

addr ssing ne twork congestion con ems than any other stakeholder at the hearing. 

urpris ingly the word discrimination, or discriminatory did not appear as 

frequen tl y throughout the hearing m; expected by the initial research presumption, . 

During Ih seven-day hearing, it wa only used 156 times in the transc rip ts. Of the seven 

days, 25Cfl of its u::.age came from the seventh day; like the word congesti . n, 

dis rimination wa. used the mo. 1 d uring Bell's pI' s ntation an que tion period of the 

hearing. The word competition, or compet iti v had a frequency of 184 us s thro ugh ut 

th heari ng; on day four, it was . p ken 61 time. amongst the CRTC pane l, and the four 

pre ·enter . . Agai n, thi s reveals that this term wa. not brought up a. frequently a 

exp ct d, but non the]es . it j:-. intere ting to doc ument what day each of the three we rds 

appeared th most fr que nt l , and h w often each word was uti lized thr uoh ut the 

d iscussion ' . 
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COllclusiolls of COlltellt Analysis 2 alld 3 

These content analyses are relevant to consider in relation to the first content 

analysis explored in this essay; the first content analysis, which explored the various 

value perspectives amongst stakeholders, left some unanswered questions that needed to 

be explored in secondary content analyses. The themes of competition, congestion, and 

discrimination were touched upon in the first analysis in discussion and findings section 

of the report; also, the first analysis raised additional questions regarding whether the 

speakers at the hearing unanimously agreed congestion exists online, and if congestion is 

caused primarily by peer-to-peer traffic. Congestion and the targeting of specific 

applications online were concerns raised throughout the seven-day hearing, and 

stakeholders did not unanimously agree on either issue~However, as the findings of this 

content analysis conclude, the majority of stakeholders at the hearing did argue that 

congestion exists online, and peer-to-peer traffic was a source of congestion. 

Thus the findings of the three content analyses provide documentation of each 

presenter's stance on a variety of values and issues that are relevant to consider in 

relation to the Internet neutrality debate; the analyses of the CRTC hearing demonstrates 

how each stakeholder had unique, but often similar stances on the use of Internet traffic 

management practices. Larger network players, like Shaw and Cogeco, tended to share 

similar value responses, whereas smaller businesses and representatives of consumer 

interest groups had a wider range of responses to the research questions used to analyze 

their positions at the hearing. 
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Introduction to Critical Discourse Analysis of CRTC Hearings 

Since the values of each stakeholder have already been analyzed, and additional 

research questions and issues have been assessed quantitatively, it is important to tie 

together the main themes of the CRTC hearing, in relation to the larger policy debate of 

Internet neutrality in Canada through a more qualitative approach as well. A critical 

discourse analysis is a flexible methodological approach to answering questions 

regarding a certain area of discourse. According to Norman Fairclough a, "Critical 

discourse analysis provides a way of moving between close analysis of texts and 

interactions, and social analyses of various types. Its objective is to show how language 

figures in social processes" (Fairclough, 1999). By definition, discourse is not a neutral 

device for communicating meanings, because people seek to accomplish things when 

they talk or write (i.e. there is usually an underlying reason or point for writing a text); a 

discourse analysis is concerned with the strategies they employ in trying to create 

different kinds of effect (Bryman and Teevan, 2005). 

This critical discourse analysis is employed to search for a purpose regarding the 

way things were said or presented or presented at the CRTC hearing, and it also considers 

the influence of social factors outside of talk. Primarily, the theoretical framework that is 

grounding the exploration of the Internet neutrality discourse in Canada reflects a critical 

political economy approach. As outlined by Mosco (2009), a critical political economy 

background analyzes texts (blogs, journals, newspaper articles, etc.) in order to 

understand media processes, in this instance net neutrality, in its precedent context. Also 

its theoretical framework is correlated to wider concerns of social distribution of material 

resources. Thus, there is perhaps an underlying problem with the way in which the 
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Internet, if one considers it to be a resource, is being distributed due to social context, 

which will be brought to surface through this investigation. With a critical political 

economist background, the ultimate aim of this segment of the research is to critically 

understand how power and ideology influence media communication, and specifically, 

what are the underlying reasons for arguing for or against Internet neutrality and to 

analyze how its language reflects a power struggle between consumers and providers of 

the Internet. 

One key element to this discourse is connecting how the conversation at the 

CRTC hearing, and the ruling the CRTC made in response to the hearing, were impacted 

and influenced by the values of the top six Internet network providers (which will be 

revealed in this section). The Internet, as a resource, is highly controlled by these large 

ISPs, which makes Bell and Rogers examples of tWQjm.portant players in the discourse 

around Internet traffic management practices, which could impact Internet neutrality in 

Canada. Closely examining the underlying power structures that influence the way in 

which the Internet is being utilized and managed by underlying power structures through 

a critical discourse analysis is a unique approach to cohesively connect the discourse of 

the CRTC hearing on Internet traffic managements, to the larger context of Internet 

neutrality in Canada. The main strength in utilizing a discourse analysis is that it 

challenges researchers to question policy-making processes, and how power relations 

construct central discourses and marginalizes others. These areas of inquiry allow 

researchers to be reflective, and to question the research topic in an approach that may 

have not have otherwise been measured in other research methodologies. 
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Findings of the Discourse Analysis 

This discourse analysis reveals a number of interesting themes which arose 

throughout the transcripts of the CRTC hearing in relation to the Internet neutrality 

debate. Firstly, the issue of whether traffic management practices are the only ways ISPs 

are able to cope with traffic congestion was a reoccurring question throughout the seven

day hearing. As the content analysis portion of this research already noted, each 

stakeholder's response to the issue of whether congestion truly existed online, and what 

the cause of traffic congestion online was, varied from speaker to speaker. An 

overwhelming theme amongst ISPs was that peer-to-peer file sharing applications, such 

as BitTorrent, need to be regulated by traffic management practices. However, as it has 

also been previously illustrated with the content analysis portion of this research, a 

variety of independent content producers and distributors use peer-to-peer traffic sharing 

as a means to share their content online. Thus, targeting this application clearly puts 

smaller content producers and distributors at a disadvantage online if this content cannot 

be accessed as quickly as other applications. While Rogers and other Canadian ISPs do 

not want to create their own content in fear that it would be an anti-competitive move, 

there are obvious plans to expand their television programming to be accessible online, 

initiatives that were not included in the discussion at the hearing. 

For example, Rogers has released their own web application named Rogers On 

Demand, which permits Roger's subscribers to stream programs on their computer that 

are normally accessible on television. A statement released by Rogers about their web 

program states this newer service means that, "Rogers Digital Cable customers can also 

join to watch many of the same subscription-based specialty channels online as they have 
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through their television account"(Mudhar, 2009). Similarly, in 2008, Bell had released 

Bell Video Store before Rogers, which was a program that allowed Bell subscribers to 

download videos of DVD quality. However, this project was abandoned shortly after its 

release in July 2009 in order for Bell to focus its attention on Bell TV online. Bell TV, 

like Rogers on Demand, allows subscribers to: "access to things like the program guide, 

the ability to purchase pay-per-view content to later watch on the TV, and to view movie 

trailers" (Persaud, 2009). Thus, Rogers and Bell are two ISPs who also have shares in 

other forms of media; since television programs are increasingly becoming accessible 

online, Bell and Rogers surely will want to ensure that ITMP do not target the sites which 

host and stream their programs. 

Also, peer-to-peer file sharing applications may be linked to the problem of 

downloading and uploading of illegal content online (I.e. movies, television shows, and 

other mediums with copyright restrictions on how and who has the right to distribute a 

title). An underlying assumption, likely made by ISPs who target peer-to-peer file 

sharing, is that applications such as BitTorrents allow Canadian Internet subscribers to 

access these copyrighted materials without paying a fee. But ISPs defended this argument 

at the hearing; for example Rogers suggested at the hearing that: 

" ... we do not care whether the applications are peer-to-peer file sharing or any 
other application, it is the 2417 maximum use of the network that creates 
problems. We would manage any other traffic with these characteristics the exact 
same way. We are not concerned with the nature of the content or whether it is 
legal or not. This protocol is designed to swamp the network and that is why it 
must be managed" (CRTC, "Volume 6",2009:4981). 

Despite Rogers' statement at the CRTC hearing, it still seems plausible that Bell and 

Rogers would be two ISPs who would be concerned about whether subscribers were 

using their services to download illegal content; since BitTorrents are often used to share 
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illegal files, such as newly released movies, these files could potentially create a higher 

surge of traffic online. However, many Canadians simply do not know how to use peer

to-peer file sharing applications such as BitTorrent, so the number of subscribers who use 

these programs is actually quite small. 

Also, some speakers at the hearing presented opposite evidence in response to 

peer-to-peer file sharing 'swamping' networks. In illustration of this point, Jean Francois

Mezei's presentation claimed that users are limited by speeds, i.e. 5Mbps, and it is not 

possible to download eleven times more than other users. Also he argued that networks 

have no business suggesting that peer-to-peer file sharing unfairly takes up bandwidth 

and uses the example of how now out of business Bell store once allowed for full 5MB 

per second downloading without throttling when it used as much bandwidth as a P2P 

download. Also, he examined the use of the popularvideo streaming site, Y ouTube, as a 

source for high traffic congestion online. Mezei stated that, "Y ouTube is an interesting 

phenomena because it's now the biggest user of bandwidth on the Internet and they're 

getting into HD movies"(CRTC, "Volume 2",2009: 1714). Due to the fact that YouTube 

videos use one link, this is less efficient than using peer-to-peer applications, because it 

shares the bandwidth with several users. Thus, ISPs are not looking at how much 

bandwidth is actually being used, and are really concerned with the files the application 

shares, despite the statements released at the hearing in response to peer-to-peer file 

sharing. As Mezei puts forth, ISPs could not get away with throttling YouTube because 

too many subscribers would be infuriated with their service; whereas peer-to-peer file 

sharing gets targeted because it is still on the brink of its peak in popularity online. 
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Perhaps another underlying reason why ISPs throttle is because YouTube's 

content is regulated by its moderators, meaning that illegal content usually quickly gets 

removed from its site, whereas peer-to-peer file sharing applications are not regulated by 

copyright restrictions. The value from the previous content analysis, authority, becomes a 

relevant motivation to consider in regard to throttling peer-to-peer applications because 

ISPs do not have the authority to manage what kinds of content subscribers view online, 

but their ability to slow down a user's ability to use peer-to-peer file sharing applications 

signifies that ISPs would like some sort of control over how people access content online. 

From a political economy perspective, ISPs are able to justify targeting these applications 

with traffic management practices because of congestion issues it could potentially 

create, if more people in their network utilized these sorts of applications. However, the 

reality is that Bell and Rogers likely do not only target-peer-to-peer file sharing 

applications not only for its potential congestion issues it could cause on its networks, but 

peer-to-peer file sharing applications are also targeted by traffic management practices 

because often BitTorrent files are copyrighted materials. Logically, Bell and Rogers 

would target the application, which could potentially compete with their own online 

services for video distribution. 

In relation to the value wealth, which was discussed in the content analysis 

section of this research, large network providers, and media conglomerates like Bell and 

Rogers are highly motivated and concerned with how profitable they can make their 

online services. Bell and Rogers are major stakeholders in more then one medium, but the 

Internet has the most potential to still grow and profit overtime as its usage continues to 

increase slowly across Canada. The area for film or television content distribution to 
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grow is online, and Bell and Rogers are very aware of how many Canadians are turning 

to the Internet to access their favourite programs. Thus, wealth is an important value to 

consider in explaining and exploring why peer-to-peer file sharing applications are being 

targeting by traffic management practices; if more Canadians were to download illegal 

files, there would be even fewer business opportunities for media conglomerates like Bell 

and Rogers to profit from their online video services. 

Another interesting area and theme of discourse that arose from the transcripts of 

the CRTC hearing is the assertion that congestion exists online. At the hearing, the 

transcripts reveal the various traffic management practices of each ISP; for example 

Cogeco admitted to throttling traffic all day, Bell throttles for large periods of the day, 

Shaw throttles only during busy or peak times, and Telus and Videotron did not admit to 

using any traffic management practices, such as bandwidth throttling. Many of the ISPs 

who admitted to using traffic management practices, made statements which would 

suggest that values such as freedom, and equality were important consumer rights. 

However, ISPs often evoked the values freedom and equality to justify why congestion 

needs to be combated by traffic shaping practices. For example, Shaw stated on the sixth 

day of the hearing that: 

"We agree with the Commission's stated objective, to protect the interests of 
consumers and respect the ability of ISPs to effectively and efficiently manage 
our networks. These are not competing objectives. Our customers have always 
been our number one priority. This relentless focus on serving the needs of our 
customers drives us to constantly invest, innovate, launch new lines of business, 
and deliver exceptional customer service" (CRTC, "Volume 6", 2009: 5605). 

The statement above is a clear indication that ISPs, and smaller businesses and consumer 

groups have different notions of what freedoms and rights Canadian Internet consumers 

should have online. The stakeholders, and advocates for Internet neutrality view targeting 
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specific traffic online as a violation of online consumer rights and freedoms. The Open 

Internet Coalition argued that: 

" ... practices that undermine the Internet's openness are bad for innovation; in this 
case, application-specific traffic management practices. ITMPs that discriminate 
between applications distort market forces and harm user choice. Very simply, 
when one particular application is slower than others it is less attractive to users. 
Giving carriers the power to slow down applications at their own discretion will 
change user behaviours, distort innovation and undermine the competitive market 
in applications (CRTC, "Volume 2", 2009: lO16). 

Thus by targeting specific applications, such as BitTorrent, ISPs truly do not consider 

rights and freedoms to be a primary concern if it impacts the efficiency of their networks. 

As the CRTC ruling suggests, traffic management practices, such as bandwidth throttling, 

should always be used as a last resort; also, if congestion truly exists online, targeting 

competing applications and services online cannot and should not be the primary solution 

in alleviating the traffic. 

As a final point, the last area of discourse that will be examined is the issue of 

competition; this issue has already been previously touched upon in relation to accessing 

diverse content online, differentiating wholesale services from larger network players, 

and concentration of media ownership. Competition was an important theme of the 

discourse surrounding the traffic management practices hearing. and was touched upon in 

numerous presentations by the stakeholders in a variety of arguments. Notably, there was 

quite a difference in opinion regarding whether competition in the marketplace, in 

relation to online content, and ISP consumer choice, was thriving in Canada. Large ISPs 

felt that the marketplace was highly competitive, and thriving in relation to consumer 

choice; however, Jason Roks' presentation reminded the CRTC how Canadian consumers 

dQ not have much choice in which ISP they subscribe to for their services. He explains: 
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"Unfortunately, we don't have a competitor. We do not have one-to-one 
competition in this country. You have competing technologies that are being 
called competitive. DSL and cable don't compete. They both do broadband, but 
they are different technologies. For me to switch from one to the other, I have to 
replace my modem, I have to deal with different issues. The same with switching 
from, say, Bell's phone to Rogers' phone. One is using GSM and one is using 
another. That is not a valid competitive choice. I have to get a new phone. I am 
locked, based on the way competition is defined in this country" (CRTC, 
"Volume 2", 2009: 1878). 

If ISPs cannot handle the amount of subscribers using their networks, Roks suggests that 

these ISPs should stop signing on new users, and refrain from advertising upload and 

download speeds that their networks can no longer achieve. Roks points out that ISPs are 

falsely advertising their services to Canadians, and those who are subscribing to these 

providers are not receiving the services they are paying for monthly. If ISPs are unwilling 

to allow smaller wholesale providers to differentiate their services,_ and if they continue to 

extend traffic shaping practices to their wholesale customers, this creates an anti-

competitive marketplace. Consumers should have the right to choose from a variety of 

online services, but large network players such as Bell, already deem the ISP market 

share to be competitive enough. 

six main ISPs in Canada, account for about three quarters of the Internet 

subscription market. As Figure A illustrates, there are only six main Internet service 

providers for Canadians to subscribe to across the nation; while this number initially may 

not sound like too much concentration of ownership, the reality is that only one or two of 

these ISPs will be available in a region, meaning that a Canadian consumer could choose 

a smaller wholesale provider as an ISP, but many Canadians are simply unaware of these 

alternatives or choose larger ISPs such as Bell or Rogers because they can offer bundled 

services, such as telephone connections, or access to cable/satellite television. 
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Thus, this discourse analysis demonstrates that there were a variety of reoccurring 

themes throughout the hearing, which are relevant to consider in relation to some of the 

previous values assessed during the content analysis. The discourse surrounding Internet 

neutrality, and traffic management policy were studied primarily by examining the 

dialogues that took place during the seven-day hearing. The discourses around this area 

of telecommunications policy were influenced by external factors, which were 

qualitatively explored in this analysis. Policy discourses, like Internet neutrality, are 

constantly produced and reformed through social relations, and most importantly, 

communication regarding the topic is not restricted to the realm of policy makers (such as 

the CRTC, or ISPs themselves), but it also includes a variety of disciplines, and outlooks 

that also present dialogue which may influence the way in which policy is shaped. 

The final CRTC ruling was not a complete lossfor Internet neutrality advocates, 

and it was not a complete gain for ISPs (however, one would argue that the CRTC ruled 

more in favour of the demands of ISPs than the other stakeholders who spoke at the 

hearing). The CRTC established several key requirements for Canadian ISPs, which 

include transparency obligations that force ISPs to disclose their network management 

practices. ISPs must explain to the public why management practices are being used, 

which users will be impacted by ITMP, when ITMP will happen, and what are the effects 

of ITMP on the user's experience (including disclosing how connection speeds could be 

impacted) (Geist 2010). Thus some of the concerns of stakeholders who opposed ITMP 

were addressed, but Geist's article, written shortly after the CRTC issued ITMP rules, 

highlights how some of the ISPs have not entirely complied with the guidelines. For 

example, Geist notes that Telus and Videotron do not have explicit network management 
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practice disclosures since neither of them currently uses throttling, or traffic shaping 

technologies that limit the speeds of some applications. Of the four remaining top six 

providers in Canada, " ... none makes it easy to find the disclosures and at least two may 

not be compliant with the CRTC requirements" (Geist, 20 I 0). Interestingly, Bell, who at 

the hearing definitely received the most scrutiny for using ITMP, has the most detailed 

disclosure, and has followed the guidelines presented by the CRTC in October 2009. 

However, Geist (2010) notes: "The Rogers policy is not quite as extensive, yet it also 

covers much of the same terrain, including a description of the policy, the frequency of 

traffic shaping and the resulting limitations in its service (including the specific impact on 

speed." Interestingly, the final two of the top six service providers, fall short in meeting 

the CRTC's guidelines regarding ITMP. Shaw and Cogeco are less transparent in their 

disclosure of how ITMP will impact their subscribers; for example, Shaw and Cogeco's 

policy does not disclose the actually speeds users encounter when it throttles peer-to-peer 

activity. 

However, Geist (2010) reports that the way in which traffic is being managed has 

hardly changed since the presentations at the hearing; Telus and Videotron do not use 

throttling technologies, and only use economic measures (such as charging heavy 

downloaders with an additional fee) to manage traffic on their networks. Meanwhile, 

Rogers and Cogeco continue to throttle all upstream peer-to-peer traffic, and "Both 

providers admit that the limits on their service occur on a 24 hour, 7-day basis, regardless 

of whether the network is actually experiencing any congestion" (Geist, 2010). Thus 

while the CRTC's guidelines did have some success in ensuring there is more 

transparency for Canadian subscribers, ISPs are keeping a lot of information regarding 
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how they use ITMP private. Throttling traffic all day still means that ISPs are not just 

using ITMP when there are peak times of congestion, or when these instances occur. 

Evidently, how ITMPs, such as throttling, and DPI are being used by ISPs, has not 

changed very much following the ruling from the CRTC hearing. ISPs have to be more 

transparent about the traffic management practices. which means consumer rights were a 

value that the CRTC considered to be important to consider. However, not much else 

changed as a result of the hearing; ISPs still can manage their networks as they deem 

necessary (with some limitations), and smaller content producers and distributors will 

continue to have their peer-to-peer files targeted by traffic shaping managements. 

Nonetheless, the discourse around the Internet neutrality debate, and traffic management 

practices will continue to be an interesting area of investigation that deserves more 

attention from Canadian telecommunication policy~aca:aemics in the future. Since the 

CRTC has yet to issue an actual hearing just examining Internet neutrality in Canada, it 

seems likely that this is an area of policy debate th~t may receive its own hearing one 

day. 

Brief Update on the Internet Neutrality Debate in Canada since the Traffic 

Management Practice Hearillg Ruling ill October 2009 

After the ruling on the Internet traffic management practices in October, 2009, 

some of the stakeholders who spoke at the hearing pursued more Internet neutrality 

protection for mobile Internet services. In June 2010 the Canadian Internet Policy and 

Public Interest Law Clinic (CIPPIC), acting with OpenMedia.ca, alongside several ISPs, 

the Canadian Wireless Telecommunications Association (CWT A) and the Public Interest 
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Advocacy Centre, was triumphant in an appeal to the CRTC that the Internet traffic 

management policies on net neutrality be applied as well to the mobile Internet (CRTC, 

"Telecom Decision 2010-445", 2010). According to CIPPIC, these new rules stipulate 

that: 

" ... service providers will only be permitted to discriminate by throttling particular 
mobile data services where there is a problem that cannot be addressed by without 
throttling, and where the chosen method of throttling is narrowly tailored to the 
problem and minimally intrusive of user experiences" (CIPPIC, 2010). 

Since smart-phones, such as Blackberries, and iPhones are increasingly being used by 

Canadians as a means to access the Internet, it was an important gain for Internet 

neutrality advocates that there is no differential treatment of how the Internet is being 

accessed, whether it be by a phone or a computer. However, it is possible that ISPs and 

mobile phone service providers such as Telus, Bell and Rogers will eventually re-

evaluate what types of traffic management practices are appropriate for their mobile 

Internet users; one can speculate that the online content and applications that an 

individual uses on their phone slightly varies from the way in which users use their 

Internet from their computers, since some applications on smart-phones are restricted (for 

example, Flash videos cannot be viewed on the iPhone). Nonetheless, it is promising that 

the CRTC recognizes that smart-phones in Canada also heavily utilize the Internet, and 

that policy measures need to extend to the Internet's mobile users. 

Final Thoughts and Conclusions on Research Findings and Research Goals 

In summary, the research conducted throughout this essay has examined the issue 

of Internet neutrality using a variety of methodologies. The research focused on 

connecting the issue of Internet neutrality to the CRTC hearing, which examined ITMP. 
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Traffic management practices utilized by ISPs, who own the broadband that millions of 

Canadians subscribe to, ultimately must be thought of as an Internet neutrality issue 

because they interfere with its open architecture. The Internet once was left largely 

unregulated and unmanaged by the CRTC and ISPs, but as congestion continues to 

increase due to more bandwidth being utilized by Internet users, keeping the Internet free 

from corporate or government constraints is increasingl y no longer the case in Canada. 

While Internet neutrality is a multi-faceted debate, traffic-shaping practices are ultimately 

a concern for those who are advocates of network neutrality. Whether ITMP harm 

innovation, competition, accessibility, and a user's experience online are all themes that 

are relevant to the Internet neutrality discourse. As the literature review proponent of this 

research illustrated, Internet neutrality is a heavily contested issue amongst the scholars 

and activists who have written on the subject. 

Also, the review of the literature written on the subject explored some of the key 

arguments for and against Internet neutrality. However, many of the key arguments made 

for keeping the Internet neutral are also used in opposition of Internet neutrality. For 

example, advocates for network neutrality often suggest that innovation will be hindered 

online if ISPs manage their networks in a manner that may give preferential treatment to 

some applications and sites over others. Notably, innovation has always been a key 

element of the development of the Internet; however whether innovation will be 

jeopardized by more ISP intervention is still a questionable area of discussion. Those who 

are against Internet neutrality often argue otherwise; opponents of network neutrality 

suggest that innovation will suffer if ISPs do not manage online traffic congestion. If 

there is too much congestion online, users will increasingly become frustrated with their 
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subscriptions, and the quality of their experience online will deteriorate. Also, scholars 

such as Anderson, who also spoke at the CRTC hearing on traffic management practices, 

examined the historical roots of the guiding principles behind the term network 

neutrality; its framework can be traced to the policy of 'common-carriage', meaning that 

no service should receive preferential treatment over others. However, some scholars 

who have examined the debate have proposed that the current state of the Internet is not 

currently neutral. For example, if one were to type a phrase into Google's search-bar, the 

Wikipedia write-up is always one of the first sites to appear as a link; thus certain 

websites are already given preferential treatment online, without regulation. Thus, there 

are conflicting arguments and dialogue amongst scholars who have examined the Internet 

neutrality debate. However, as mentioned throughout the essay, Canadian scholars have 

not paid as much attention to this topic as American academics, so much of the literature 

examined in this section reflects an American perspective of the debate. The dilemmas of 

the Internet are an ongoing development, as the medium continues to grow in subscribers. 

Importantly, the literature that does pertain to the Internet neutrality dispute highlights the 

key arguments for those in favour and against online regulation. However, in the last two 

years, more literature is starting to emerge on the subject; this is an important step 

towards encouraging more Canadians, not just scholars, to familiarize themselves with 

the issue. 

Undeniably, despite the fact that the 'Communications Monitoring Report' from 

July 2010 revealed that 95% of Canadians have access to broadband networks, the reality 

is that most Canadian Internet users do not know what the term Internet neutrality means. 

For example, when the Public Interest Advocacy Centre (PIAC), who also spoke on the 
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second day of the CRTC hearings on traffic management practices, conducted focus 

groups in Canada in order to investigate the Canadian public response to the Internet 

neutrality debate, it was noted that most Canadians are unaware of how the government is 

intervening in the whole policy debate. The report indicates that many Canadians are not 

cognizant of the current debates over net neutrality, but" ... consumers are aware and 

concerned about a number of issues that touch on the concept of net neutrality - for 

example, universal access, privacy issues, censorship on the Internet and 

commercialization of the Internet" (Public Interest Advocacy Centre 2009). Thus, while 

many Canadians are uncertain what the term "Internet neutrality" means, Internet users in 

Canada are progressively becoming more concerned about the Internet being regulated by 

both the CRTC and ISPs. As it has been suggested, many Canadians are simply unaware 

that ISPs are utilizing such methods when they are using their Internet services. This is 

problematic as well because Canadians cannot complain to large ISPs if they are unaware 

of Internet neutrality issues. 

While one can hope that the CRTC's ruling on traffic management practices can 

help regulate how often ISPs use traffic management practices that target specific 

applications, the ruling did not entirely stop ISPs from targeting peer-to-peer traffic 

online. This means that smaller content producers and distributors online could still have 

their content targeted by traffic shaping practices. Also, ISPs who do have stakes in other 

mediums will always have an upper hand over independent content online, because ISPs 

will never use traffic shaping methods that would target their own affiliated sites and 

businesses on the Internet. Furthermore, since the hearing on traffic management 

practices, the CRTC has scheduled another hearing, which will examine the effects of 
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vertical integration in June 2011; the various presentations from stakeholders will likely 

follow-up on numerous questions that were left unanswered at the CRTC hearing on 

traffic management practices, such as the lack of competition amongst media 

conglomerates. Large network players, such as Bell and Rogers, will again have to appear 

in front of a CRTC panel and address concerns regarding diversity, and competition of 

ownership. Whether Internet neutrality issues will be at all connected to this hearing, and 

what sort of dialogue will occur amongst the presenters at the hearing, will be an area of 

research that will be interesting to watch unfold. 

After exploring the literature, and examining some of the Internet neutrality issues 

that had been occurring in Canada prior to the traffic management practices hearing, two 

forms of primary research were employed to investigate the transcripts from the seven

day dialogue. The content analysis illustrates that it important to identify the values held 

by stakeholders at the hearing, and to understand the value differences among stakeholder 

groups. The six values selected from Schwartz' work provides an explanatory framework 

for understanding policy issues, and can be incorporated to predict and explain individual 

and societal choices related to ongoing policy debates. In the first content analysis, 

specific values were expressed in the form of different arguments; sometimes the same 

value was used to argue both side of the debate regarding traffic management practices. 

For example, freedom was a value that was argued to support regulation, and it was also 

used to argue against it; also some stakeholders argued that the influence of traffic 

management practices had a positive effect on Internet users, whereas other presenters 

suggested the complete opposite opinion on the matter. Thus, the six values that were 

examined throughout the first content analysis were all relevant to consider when 
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examining the transcripts from the seven-day hearing. The data on the stakeholders 

illustrates that there were only a couple of dominant perspectives. expressed repeatedly 

by opposing groups. and some other ideas and groups had less entrenched views in 

response to the research questions selected in this methodology to analyze the transcripts. 

However. as the discourse analysis illustrated. certain values and themes in the 

dialogue at the hearing were expressed more frequently than others. The discourse 

analysis provides a qualitative approach in exploring and understanding the motivations 

that drive the arguments that stakeholders are making for or against traffic management 

practices; those who argue against traffic management practices usually were 

stakeholders who advocated for network neutrality principles. Whereas those who argued 

for traffic shaping of networks. presented arguments at the hearing that reflected an anti

network neutrality stance. Undeniably. the hearing on traffic management practices can 

be closely linked to the overall Internet neutrality debate in Canada, since a major 

concern of network neutrality advocates is equal and fair access to diverse content online. 

This discourse analysis provides future guidelines that could help policy analysts and 

policy makers monitor value conflicts as this debate continues to evolve. While values do 

not necessarily determine how polices are enacted, values are arguably one of the key 

factors that inform agenda setting and decision-making. 

To conclude, the Internet neutrality debate has not yet been resolved in Canada. 

and will continue to develop. One would hope that the CRTC one day convenes a hearing 

that solely discusses Internet neutrality in Canada; while Internet traffic management 

practices are relevant to the network neutrality debate, this hearing did not entirely 

address all the concerns, which surround the network neutrality debate. Therefore, greater 
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attention to the topic may arise in the future. Also, the CRTC is likely to question Internet 

regulation and traffic management practices again in the future, but this projection is just 

speculation. Until the CRTC can ensure that ISPs are only using traffic management 

practices when necessary, Canadian users are vulnerable to the kinds of decisions ISPs 

are making on behalf of their subscribers. Thus after assessing the dialogue at the 

hearing, and reviewing the literature in the field, it becomes increasingly evident that 

network neutrality in Canada is wavering; as the Internet continues to become more 

commonly used to access information, and content, it becomes increasingly important 

that the CRTC ensures consumer rights and freedoms are not being hindered as a result of 

the great deal of control media conglomerates, such as Bell and Rogers, are exerting on 

their broadband networks. Traffic shaping practices can, and continue to threaten the 

open architecture that the Internet was founded upon; thus future policy measures could 

increase the amount of regulation on the Internet, which could either result in the CRTC 

exerting more control over how ISPs are managing their networks, or it could grant more 

power in the hands of a few dominant ISP market players. 
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APPENDIX A 

Speakers at CRTC hearing 

Day Speakers in order of appearance 
1 Sandvine, Juniper, National Union, Public Interest Advocacy Centre 
2 Open Internet Coalition, Zip.ca, CISP, Jean Francois-Mezei, Jason Roks 
3 1FT A, CFTP A, CCDI ARCH, ACTRA, MTS Allstream 
4 CAIP, CIPPIC, Execulink Telecom, Primus Telecommunications Canada, 

Inc. 
S Telus, Cogeco, Barratt Xplore 
6 Union des Consommateurs, Rogers, Videotron, Shaw 
7 Bell 

The following six values have been assigned and defined to compare and assess the 
speaker's perspectives at the CRTC hearing in July 2009 regarding Internet traffic 
management practices. The definition of the term 'value' has already been provided in 
the essay. 

Each variable will be given a definition and guidelines to illustrate how the research has 
been categorized for this content analysis. Only the researcher's definition of each 
category, and key terms can be used in this code application. 

The six key values that were assessed are the following variables: 

1. Wealth 
2. Freedom 
3. Capable 
4. Influential 
5. Equality 
6. Authority 

Each speaker will be coded as: 

Positive = 1 Neutral = 2 Negative = 3 

Positive - Definition: 
A positive rating will be given to the actor if it is perceived by the researcher that their 
presentation during the hearing reflects that it is for the value in question. Therefore the 
generals reflect the value in question in as positive, or the value is reflective of their own 
beliefslconcerns with the Internet management practices in question at the hearing. 

Neutral - Definition: 
A neutral rating will be given to the actor's position if there is no mentioning of 
encouraging or discouraging the value in question. Therefore a neutral rating suggests 
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that the presentation did not present enough information on the value to be coded as 
negative or positive, or their position is somewhat in the middle of against or for the 
value being analyzed. 

Negative - Definition: 
A negative rating will be given to the actor's position reflects a negative position on the 
value in question. If an actor's presentation has been coded negative, it signifies that their 
position is against the value being assessed, and the actor does not favour the value in 
question in high regard. 

Variable 1: Wealth 

Wealth can be defined as the value related to money, material possessions, and valuable 
resources. I.e. is profitability a concern of the speaker? Are current Internet traffic 
management practices a concern to the speaker's future profitability? 

Figure A 

D ay 
Positive Neutral- Negative 

-

Sandvine 1 
Juniper Networks 1 
National Union 2 
Public Interest 2 
Advocacy Centre 

Day 2 

Positive Neutral Negative 

Open Internet 2 
Coalition 
Zip.ca 1 
CISP 1 
Jean Francois- 1 
Mezei 
Jason Roks 2 
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Day 3 

Positive Neutral Negative 

IFTA 1 
CFfPA 1 
CCD/ARCH 2 
ACTRA 2 
MTS Allstream 1 

Day 4 

Positive Neutral Negative 

CAIP 1 
CIPPIC 2 
Execulink Telecom 1 
Primus 1 
Telecommunications 
Canada Inc. 

D 5 ay 
Positive Neutral Negative 

Telus 1 
Cogeco 1 
Barratt Xplore 1 

D 6 ay 
Positive Neutral Negative 

Union des 2 
Consommateurs 
Rogers 1 
Videotron 1 
Shaw 1 

Day 7 

I Bell 

I ~ositive I Neutral I Negative 
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Figure B 

Total 

I ;~Sitive I ~eutral I ~egative 
The majority of representatives at the hearing valued wealth. 

F C Igure 

~ 
Mean Median 

Day 1 1.5 1.5 
Day 2 1.4 1 
Day 3 1.4 1 1 
Day 4 1.25 1 1 
Day 5 1 1 1 
Day 6 1.25 1 1 
Day 7 1 1 1 
Daily Total Average 1.3* 1 1 
* Rounded to the tenth deCImal 

Variable 2: Freedom 

Freedom can be defined as the value that individuals can make their own choices, and 
express their own ideas and thoughts. I.e. is it important for Internet users to have 
individual freedoms online? 

Figure D 
D 1 ay 

Sandvine 
Juniper Networks 
National Union 
Public Interest 
Advocacy Centre 

D 2 ay 

Open Internet 
Coalition 
Zip.ca 

Positive Neutral Negative 

1 
1 
1 
1 

Positive Neutral Negative 

1 

1 
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CISP 2 
Jean Francois- 1 
Mezei 
Jason Roks 1 

D 3 ay 
Positive Neutral Negative 

IFTA 1 
CFfPA 1 
CCD/ARCH 1 
ACTRA 1 
MTS Allstream 1 

D 4 ay 
Positive Neutral Negative 

CAIP 2 
CIPPIC 1 
Execulink Telecom 2 
Primus 3 
Telecommunications 
Canada Inc. 

D 5 ay 
Positive Neutral Negative 

Telus 3 
Cogeco 3 
Barratt Xplore 3 

D 6 ay 
Positive Neutral Negative 

Union des 2 
Consommateurs 
Rogers 3 
Videotron 2 
Shaw 3 

Day 7 

I Bell .. 

I Positive I Neutral I ~egative 
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Figure E 
Total 

I ;~sitive I ~eutral I ~egative 
The majority of speakers viewed freedom as a positive value during the hearing. 

F F Igure 
Mean Median Mode 

Day 1 1 1 1 
Day 2 1 1 I 
Day 3 1 1 I 

• Day 4 2 2 2 
DayS 3 3 3 
Day 6 2.S 2.S 2.5 
Day 7 3 3 3 
Daily Total Average 1.9 1 1 

Variable 3: Capable 

Capable can be defined as the value or potential of doing something effectively or 
efficiently; also capable is relevant to competence. I.e. is policy capable of ensuring 
Internet traffic management practices are non-discriminatory or is policy necessary at all? 

Figure G 
D I ay 

Sandvine 
Juniper Networks 
National Union 
Public Interest 
Advocacy Centre 

Open Internet 
Coalition 
Zip.ca 
CISP-

Positive 

1 
I 

Positive 

1 

1 

Neutral Negative 

3 
3 

D 2 ay 

Neutral Negative 

2 
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Jean Francois- 1 
Mezei 
Jason Roks 1 

D 3 ay 
Positive Neutral Negative 

IFTA 2 
CFfPA 1 
CCD/ARCH 1 
ACTRA 1 
MTS Allstream 1 

D 4 ay 

~c 
Positive Neutral Negative 

2 
1 

Execulink Telecom 1 
Primus 3 
Telecommunications 
Canada Inc. 

D 5 ay 
Positive Neutral Negative 

Telus 3 
Cogeco 3 
Barratt Xplore 3 

D 6 ay 
Positive Neutral Negative 

Union des 1 
Consommateurs 
Rogers 3 
Videotron 3 
Shaw 3 

Day 7 

I Bell 

I Positive I Neutral I ~egative 

Figure H 
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Total 

I ~~sitive I ~eutral I ~;gative 

The majority of representatives positively valued whether the government was capable of 
using policy to regulate Internet traffic management practices. 

F I 19ure 
Mean Median Mode 

Day I 2 2 2 
Day 2 1.2 1 1 
Day 3 1.2 1 1 
Day 4 1.75 2 1 
Day 5 3 3 3 

~ 
2.5 3 3 
3 3 3 

Daily Total Average 2.1 2 2 

Variable 4: Influential 

Influential can be defined as the value that impacts individuals and actions; it is also a 
precondition for other actions and events. I.e. Are current Internet traffic management 
practices influencing people's Internet usage in a positive or negative way? 

Figure J 
D 1 ay 

Sandvine 
Juniper Networks 
National Union 
Public Interest 
Advocacy Centre 

D 2 ay 

Open Internet 
Coalition 
Zip.ca 

~FranCOiS-

Positive Neutral Negative 

1 
1 

i 

Positive Neutral Negative 

3 

3 
3 
3 
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I Mezei 

Day 3 

Positive Neutral Negative 

IFTA 3 
CFfPA 3 
CCD/ARCH 3 
ACTRA 3 
MTS Allstream 3 

Day 4 

Positive Neutral Negative 

CAIP 3 
CIPPIC i Execulink Telecom 
Primus 1 --

Telecommunications 
Canada Inc. 

Day 5 

Positive Neutral Negative 

Telus I 
Cogeco 1 
Barratt Xplore 1 

Day 6 

Positive Neutral Negative 

Union des 3 
Consommateurs 
Rogers I 
Videotron 1 
Shaw 1 
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Day 7 

I Bell 

I ~ositive I Neutral I Negative 

Figure L 
Total 

I ~~sitive I ~eutral I ~:gative 

I 

The majority of representatives negatively valued the influence of current Internet traffic 
management practices. 

F M Igure 
Mean Median Mode 

Day 1 2 2 2 
Day 2 3 3 3 
Day 3 3 3 3 
Day 4 2.S 3 3 
DayS 1 1 1 
Day 6 I.S 1 1 
Day 7 1 1 I 
Daily Total Average 2 2 2 

Variable 5: Equality 

Equality can be defined as the value that represents the state of being equal, in regard to: 
rights, status, and opportunity. I.e. do network players and consumers have the same 
rights and opportunities? 

Figure N 
D 1 ay 

Sandvine 
Juniper Networks 
National Union 
Public Interest 
Advocacy Centre 

Day 2 

Positive 

Positive 

Neutral Negative 

2 
2 

3 
3 

Neutral I Negative 
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i Open Internet 3 
Coalition 
Zip.ca 3 
CISP 3 
Jean Francois- 3 
Mezei 
Jason Roks 3 

D 3 ay 
Positive Neutral Negative 

IFTA 3 
CFfPA 3 
CCD/ARCH 3 
ACTRA 3 
MTS Allstream 3 

D 4 ay 
Positive Neutral Negative 

CAIP 3 
CIPPIC -- 3 
Execulink Telecom 2 
Primus 2 
Telecommunications 
Canada Inc. 

D 5 ay 
Positive Neutral Negative 

Telus 2 
Cogeco 2 
Barratt Xplore 2 

D 6 ay 
Positive Neutral Negative 

Union des / 3 
Consommateurs 
Rogers 1 
Videotron 2 
Shaw 1 

Day7 
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I Bell 

Figure 0 
Total 

I ~ositive I Neutral I Negative 

I ~ositive I ~eutral I ~?ative 
The majority of the representatives did not believe that consumers and major network 
players had equal opportunities online due to Internet traffic management practices. 

F P 19ure 
Mean Median Mode 

Day 1 2.5 2.5 2.5 
Day 2 3 3 3 
Day 3 3 3 3 
Day 4 2.5 2.5 2.5 
Day 5 2 2 2 
Day 6 1.75 1.5 1 
Day7 1 1 1 
Daily Total Average 2.25 2.5 2.75 

Value 6: Authority-

Social power can be defined as the value of who controls or dominates citizens and 
resources. I.e. Does the CRTC have the authority to regulate the kinds of Internet traffic 
management practices that ISPs utilize on their broadband networks? 

Figure Q 
D 1 ay 

Sandvine 
Juniper Networks 
National Union 
Public Interest 
Advocacy Centre 

Day2 

Positive Neutral Negative 

3 
3 

1 
1 

I Positive I Neutral I Negative 
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Open Internet 1 
Coalition 
Zip.ca 3 
CISP 2 
Jean Francois- 1 
Mezei 
Jason Roks 1 

D 3 ay 
Positive Neutral Negative 

IFTA 1 
CFTPA 1 
CCD/ARCH 1 
ACTRA 1 
MTS Allstrearn 1 

D 4 ay 
Positive Neutral Negative 

CAIP 1 
CIPPIC 1 --

Execulink Telecom 1 
Primus 3 
Telecommunications 
Canada Inc. 

D 5 ay 
Positive Neutral Negative 

Telus 3 
Cogeco 3 
Barratt Xplore 3 

D 6 ay 
Positive Neutral Negative 

Union des 1 / 

Consommateurs 
Rogers 3 
Videotron 3 
Shaw 3 

Day? 
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I BeU 

Figure R 
Total 

Positive 
14 

I Positive I Neutral I ~egative 

Neutral 1 Negative 
1 11 

The majority of representatives felt that the CRTC had the authority to regulate Internet 
traffic management practices that ISPs use on their networks. 

Fiaure S 'b 

Mean Median Mode 
• Day 1 2 2 2 

Day 2 1.4 1 1 
Day 3 1 1 1 
Day 4 I.S I 1 
DayS 3 3 13 
Day 6 2.S 3 3 
Day 7 3 3 3 
Daily Total Average 2.1 2 2 
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APPENDIXB 

The following content analysis assesses key questions that were addressed during the 
CRTC hearing on Internet traffic management practices. Each actor's response to the 
issue in question has been coded either: 1) Yes 2) No Opinion 3) No 

The actor's response will be coded yes if the speaker responded positively towards the 
question, or presents an opinion that the researcher deems to be in agreement with the 
question posed. 

The actor's response will be coded no opinion if the speaker did not respond either 
positively or negatively toward the issue in question during their presentation at the 
hearing. It also reflects that perhaps not enough information was provided during the 
presentation to answer the question with a yes or a no response. 

The actor's response will be coded no if the speaker did not agree, or respond positively 
to the research question posed. 

The following research questions were utilized in this content analysis: 

Research question 1: Do ISPs need to use various Internet traffic management practices 
to combat congestion online? 

Research question 2: Does Peer-2-Peer sharing a main source of congestion for ISPs? 

Research question 1: Do ISPs need to use various Internet traffic management practices 
to combat congestion online? 

Yes =1 No Opinion = 2 No = 3 

Figure A 
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Yes No Opillioll No 
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Telus 1 
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Rogers 1 
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Shaw 1 
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Day 7 

I~es I No Opinion 
INO 

I Bell 

Figure B 
Total 

! ~:s I ~o Opinion I~o 

Research question 2: Is peer-to-peer sharing a main source of congestion for ISPs? 

Yes =1 No Opinion = 2 No = 3 

Figure C 
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APPENDIX C 

The fo llowing c ntent analysi~ asses<;cs how frequent certain word~, a~ ~elected by th 
reo earcher, were utilized throughout thc seven-day CRT hearing n Internct traffic 
management practices. 

The roll wing words will he counted for how frequent it was utilized thr ughout the 
sevcn-day hearing: 

I. Congestion 
2. Discrimination/discriminatory 
3. ompelitioni competitive 

F A 19ure 
Day Frequency of the word 

'congestion' during the 
headng 

Day I 112 
Day 2 101 
Day 3 3S 
Day 4 100 
DayS 25 
Day6 90 
Dav7 63 
Total 526 

Figure B 

Frequency of the use of the word 'congestion' 
daily during the CRTC hearing 

18% 

1% 
11% 

25% 
4% 

.2 
03 

04 .5 .6 .7 
Day 7 only had one presenter (Be ll ) but th word c nge. tion was ut ilized the most 
frequently on this day of the hearing. This analy i uggests that ongestion wa a heavily 
discussed issue during Bell's pre entalion. 
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Fi lTure C 'e' 

Day 

Day 1 
Day 2 
Day 3 
Day4 
Day 5 
Day 6 
Day 7 
Total 

Figure D 

Frequency of the word 
'discrimination ' or 
'discriminatory' during the 
hearing 
28 
19 
49 
14 
32 
11 
3 
156 

Frequency of the word(s) 'discrimination' or 
'discriminatory' during the CRTC hearing 

4% 

7% 

11% 

14% 

18% 

.1 
2 

03 

04 

.5 
6 

. 7 
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Fiaurc E 'c,.' 

Day 

D:.lY 1 
Day 2 
Day 3 
Day4 
Day 5 
Day 6 
Day7 
Total 

Figure F 

Fre(IUency of the wo .. d 
'competition' 0" 'competitive 
during the hearing 
3 
29 
26 
61 
29 
24 
12 
184 

Frequency of the word(s) 'competition' or 
'competitive' during the CRTC hearing 

4% 

7% 

11% 

14% 
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